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Abstract
Successful magnetic trapping of both SH at a density of 2.4×105 cm−3 and atomic oxygen at a
density of 3000 ± 900 cm−3 has been demonstrated with respective trapping lifetimes of 40 ± 10 ms
and 82 ± 3 ms inside a 0.41 T deep, anti-Helmholtz configuration magnetic trap.
To achieve trapping of these species, a stable precursor was cooled by supersonic expansion in
a molecular beam and photodissociated in such a way as to match and oppose a photofragments
recoil speed to the precursors molecular beam speed. This process is called photostop.
Velocity-map images have been taken of photostop of atomic oxygen from photodissociation of
NO2 in a molecular beam. They show that atomic oxygen can be photostopped from a variety
of NO photodissociation co-fragments with a suitably broad molecular-beam velocity-distribution.
Although photostop is simple and cheap to use, the trapping lifetimes and densities that have
been achieved in this thesis are not competitive compared to other methods of trapping similar
molecular species. The main problem that presents universally in photostop experiments is due to
the large number of fast molecules from the supersonic expansion that pass through the trap after
the photostop event. Only a small fraction of the molecules in the molecular beam are stopped and
the remaining ones cause significant trap loss through high energy elastic collisions with trapped
species.
Work has been carried out to develop the cavity-enhanced laser-induced-fluorescence (CELIF)
technique to be used more widely in the cold molecules field. The technique was employed unsuc-
cessfully to measure photostopped SH radicals but was used elsewhere to measure cold SD radicals
after Stark deceleration. In addition, the technique has been initially developed for use inside
magnetic traps.
Clusters of NO·Arn have been studied using [1+1’] REMPI to assess the viability of a new
soft-ionisation technique for molecular clusters of atmospheric interest. This work did not show
conclusive evidence that [1+1’] REMPI would reduce cluster fragmentation and displayed some
interesting but poorly understood data.
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Chapter 1
Background
This thesis presents a number of experiments which use molecular beams, laser spectroscopy and
field potentials to interrogate atoms, molecules and clusters in the gas phase under high vacuum
conditions. The first section of this chapter will discuss these tools, as understanding them is essen-
tial to understanding this thesis, as well as the ideas behind temperature that are also important
to this document.
Cold molecules and atoms are studied for a wide range of reasons by a number of groups around
the world. A number of reviews1–4 and theses5 have discussed the variety of methods available for
creating and working with cold atoms and molecules. Instead of duplicating this work, this report
will present the fundamental science necessary to understand the results in this thesis and not a
review of the entire field but a short assessment of prior work to put these new results in context.
1.1 Fundamental science
The temperature of an ensemble of molecules is defined by the distribution of the molecules in
molecular energy states including translational, rotational and vibrational degrees of freedom. If
an ensemble consists of molecules that are all in the same energy state then the ensemble has zero
temperature; the broader the range of energy states that are occupied, the higher the temperature
of the ensemble. To cool a molecular ensemble, the width of a distribution of occupied molecular
energy states must be narrowed.
The translational temperature of an ensemble of molecules can also be represented as a matter
wave with a de Broglie wavelength defined by
λ =
(
2pi~2
mkbT
) 1
2
, (1.1.1)
where ~ is the reduced Planck constant, m is the mass of an individual molecule, kb is the Boltz-
mann constant and T is the translational temperature. At room temperature this wavelength is
vanishingly small and molecules can be considered to be individual particles. When an ensemble
2
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Figure 1.1: Comparison of the Maxwell-Boltzmann, speed distribution of a thermal ensemble
of molecules within a nozzle before and in a molecular beam after a supersonic expansion. The
narrow speed distribution of the molecular beam shows cooling during the supersonic expansion.
of molecules temperature is in the 1 K to 1 mK range, the de Broglie wavelength generally be-
comes comparable to the molecules classical size and the molecules are said to be “cold”. When an
ensemble of molecules temperature is below 1 mK, the de Broglie wavelength becomes larger than
the classical separation distance between the molecules, the molecules will exhibit macroscopic
quantum phenomena and are described as being “ultracold”.6
1.1.1 Molecular beams and supersonic expansion
To study cold or clustered chemical species, the supersonic expansion is an invaluable technique.
By simply expanding a pressurised gas sample through an orifice (0.5 - 2 mm diameter) into a low
pressure region, typically below 10−4 mbar, a room temperature gas is cooled to only a few Kelvin
whilst being accelerated to several hundred m/s.7
Supersonic expansion is achieved when the average distance between gas particles collisions is
much less than the orifice diameter. Under these conditions the gas expands adiabatically and its
initial molar enthalpy is converted into kinetic energy in the molecular beam direction. The initial
and supersonic temperatures and pressures of the expanding gas can be linked by,
T
T0
=
P
P0
γ−1
γ
, (1.1.2)
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in which T and P are temperature and pressure, respectively, and γ is the ratio of heat capacities,
cp/cV , for the expanding gas. It is clear that the large decrease in pressure in the expansion
will be accompanied by a proportional decrease in temperature. The terminal velocity, vt, of the
supersonic source can be found by,
vt =
√
2kb(T0 − T )
m
γ
γ − 1 , (1.1.3)
in which m is the molecular mass of the gas species and T the translational temperature of the
beam. It should be noted that this formula is derived from thermodynamic considerations based
on continuous molecular beams, it is normally a good guide for the measured speed of a pulsed
molecular beam.
The cooling can be understood on a molecular level by considering the collision frequency.
Before the expansion, the gas undergoes collisions in all directions at a GHz frequency creating
thermal equilibrium with the gas container. Once the nozzle orifice is opened, molecules near the
orifice will move into the vacuum and their collision frequency will drop. Molecules that have
entered the vacuum will only experience collisions from faster molecules behind them and slower
ones in front of them, this results in a narrowing of the translational velocity distribution. It
should be noted that this cooling effect relies on a high gas density in the expansion region such
that collisions between molecules happen far more frequently than collisions with the walls of the
orifice so that a thermal equilibrium with the gas container is not maintained.
The cooling process is most useful when a poly-atomic molecule of interest is mixed with a much
larger quantity of “carrier gas”, usually a noble gas. This not only allows for translational cooling
but also for vibrational and rotational cooling of the poly-atomic molecule by collisions with the
cold carrier gas in the expansion region. Typically more collisions are needed to cool rotational
degrees of freedom than translational and more still to cool vibrational degrees of freedom.
Although the supersonic expansion provides excellent cooling, the cooled molecules do not
naturally form anything close to a collimated beam. To achieve this, the supersonic expansion
is aimed at an additional hole called a skimmer. This skimmer will only allow molecules to pass
through that travel in a straight line from the nozzle orifice to the skimmer, thus creating a
molecular beam.
Work on continuous flow molecular beams with a constantly open orifice requires high pumping
speed and is wasteful when using pulsed lasers. The molecular beam can be made into a pulsed
source of cold directed molecules simply by using a solenoid to move a poppet which can open and
close the orifice. There are a number of different designs for mechanisms that open and close the
orifice rapidly, in less than 1 ms, but all fundamentally work by using a current pulse to somehow
force a poppet to briefly open the orifice and allow gas to enter the vacuum region.8
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1.1.2 Laser spectroscopy
Laser spectroscopy is used study a molecules physical properties such as its rotation, vibration and
electronic configurations, as well as its clustering with other molecules. A light source can be used
to measure the relative energies between a molecules quantum states as well to prepare a molecule
in a desired excited state. The laser light sources used in this thesis are collimated, high-intensity,
coherent and narrow-band and can generally resolve the rotational structure of two or three atom
molecules.
By intersecting laser light with molecular or atomic beams and scanning the laser light’s wave-
length, the molecules in the beam can be promoted from lower energy states to higher states when
the energy gap between the states matches the energy of the laser. Once the molecules have ab-
sorbed a photon or multiple photons and are in an excited state, the molecules can undergo a
number of processes. The processes that are studied in this thesis are fluorescence that causes
emission of a second photon of equal or lesser energy than the one it absorbed, loss of an elec-
tron from its electronic structure creating an ion or the breaking of a chemical bond leading to
dissociation.
1.1.3 Trapping and guiding fields
If a molecule possesses a magnetic dipole moment then it will experience a force inside a magnetic
field gradient. Inside a magnetic field potential, such as a magnetic trapping field, the force
experienced by an atom or molecule is given by
F = gJµBmJ∆B, (1.1.4)
in which F is the force experienced in a given field gradient, ∆B, by an atom or molecule with a
given Zeeman-sub state, mJ , Lande g-factor gJ and Bohr magneton µB. The magnetic moment
of a molecule is caused by contributions from the electronic and spin angular momenta in the
molecule.
When in an electric field potential, such as an ion optics stack, the force given to a charged
particle is given by
F = qE, (1.1.5)
in which F is the force experienced in a given field, E, by a particle with an electric charge, q.
Both magnetic and electric fields are used throughout this thesis to provide molecular traps and
ion optics to direct ions from experimental regions to detectors.
1.2 Relevant prior work
Following on from the successful field of cold and ultracold atoms, the field of cold and ultracold
molecules has had some notable successes: quantum-state control of ultracold chemical reactions
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of KRb;9 the first quantum simulation of many-body dynamics in spin lattices of KRb;8 the lowest
upper limit of the dipole moment of the electron;10,11 molecule laser cooling;12,13 magneto-optical
trapping14 and opto-electric cooling.15
Some experiments involved the indirect formation of ultracold molecules via the coherent as-
sociation of ultracold atoms.16,17 Such techniques are currently limited to combinations of atoms
that can be laser cooled. Techniques that cool molecules directly strive to diversify the range
of species that can be cooled to expand the field into more chemically relavent domains. The
molecular-synchrotron experiments18 of Heiner et al . and the more recent laser-cooling14 and
opto-electric-cooling15 experiments have reached sample temperatures on the order of 0.5 mK.
However, the sub-milliKelvin barrier into the ultracold regime has only recently been marginally
breached. Further cooling techniques are required to cool molecules directly towards and below
1 µK. A promising method is to use are frigerant gas that can be cooled to ultracold temperatures
and subsequently sympathetically reduce the temperature of molecules via elastic collisions.19
The key experimental step in sympathetic cooling is the trapping of the cold molecules such that
they can be merged with the ultracold refrigerant gas. Parazzoli et al . attempted to sympathetically
cool ND3 with Rb. In this experiment, the Stark decelerated ND3 was trapped electrostatically
and the Rb was trapped magnetically.20 Both atoms and molecules were not in their absolute
ground states and sympathetic cooling was not possible due to fast inelastic processes that lead to
trap loss. Apart from some exemptions that have been identified by theory, NH–Mg,21 NH–Li22
and CaH–Li/Mg,23,24 trapped molecules should be in their absolute ground state, such that trap-
ejecting inelastic collisions are energetically forbidden.
Trapping of ground-state ND3 at 1 mK has been demonstrated in AC electrostatic traps,
25
but the translational energy due to molecule micromotion precludes sympathetic cooling.19 This
would not be an issue for optical-dipole traps and optical lattices, but such traps are shallow and
have small volumes. Dipole traps, formed from standing waves of microwaves in a Fabry–Perot
cavity, potentially have depths over 100 mK26 and are a more promising starting point for sympa-
thetic cooling. The photostop method is capable of loading traps by producing the cold molecules
directly inside the trap. This has been demonstrated with atomic bromine27 in a permanent
magnetic trap.28 Following on from the work on the production of cold NO via photostop,29 this
thesis demonstrates that cold SH radicals can be magnetically trapped following the photodisso-
ciation of H2S in a molecular-beam and that triplet atomic oxygen can be trapped following the
photodissociation of NO2.
Chapter 2
Magnetic trapping of SH radicals
Trapped, neutral molecules and radicals are not easily produced or detected. Unlike ions, molecules
have a comparatively weak interaction with a field. Thus to trap a neutral, polar molecule it
must have sufficiently low kinetic energy to be held by the low potential-energy barrier of the
trap. Translationally slow molecules can satisfy this condition but are also challenging to produce.
Photostop has previously shown30–33 its ability to produce these translationally cold and slow
molecules. Here a discussion of the static trapping of photostopped SH radicals is presented. This
chapter details the design of the photostop experiment and discusses the successful trapping34 and
simulation of the SH radicals.
2.1 The photostop technique
Photostop requires only one laser for generation of trapped molecules, the dissociation laser, and
another for their detection, in this case by resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionisation time-of-
flight mass spectrometry (REMPI-TOF-MS or just REMPI), as well as a molecular beam source.7
The technique should be classed separately to a threshold dissociation35 of a stationary cold
molecule as it has different requirements and challenges. The technique requires that the molecular
beam velocity, vbeam, and the recoil velocity of the desired photofragment sum to zero so that
photofragments are created at rest as in fig. (2.1). This leads to the photostop condition,
vbeam =
√
2macc(hν −D0 − Eint)
mstopmpre
, (2.1.1)
in which macc, mstop and mpre are the masses of the photoaccelerated, photostopped and precursor
molecules, respectively, hν is the photon energy of the dissociation light, D0 is the threshold
dissociation energy and Eint is the sum of the internal energies of both photofragments including
any rotational, vibrational or electronic energy. In this case, Eint is effectively zero as the hydrogen
atom is produced in its ground state and the only SH species of interest is the rovibrational ground
state.
7
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of photostop of SH from H2S.
Photostop is applicable to any precursor molecule with a dissociative absorption spectrum
accessible via available laser sources and a photostop condition for the desired fragment, according
to eqn. (2.1.1), that is achievable in a molecular beam source. Ideally, the state distribution of the
photofragments should be biased towards the desired quantum state of the photostopped fragment.
2.2 Introduction
Photostop is an elegantly simple and relatively cheap technique. It can be performed in a small
space with little access requirements and so it is suitable for the combination with linear de-
celerators, buffer gas cooled molecular beams and a range of traps including magnetic, electric
and Fabry-Perot microwave dipole traps.36 Photostop removes all of the kinetic energy of some
molecules in a beam in an instant and does not require a trap to be opened and closed to accept
new cold molecules, this potentially allows for density accumulation although this is yet to be
observed. Because photostop relies on a high density molecular beam source to enter the trapping
region it is also susceptible to collisional trap losses and often problematic signal to noise ratios
from a supersonic molecular beam and its effusive tail. Photostop allows access to cold molecular
and atomic species that lack obvious laser cooling routes.
Photostop has, at the time of writing, been used to produce stopped Br, O, NO, SH and SD
to the author’s knowledge.30,32,33 Theoretical studies have also been conducted on ICl and ICN
as precursors.37 However only Br atoms have previously been produced in a static magnetic trap
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and had their trapped lifetime measured.32
SH radicals have now been shown to persist in the detection volume of a magnetic trap for up
to 80 ms at an estimated maximum density of 2.4 × 105 cm−3. The 1/e lifetime of the trapped
radicals was measured to be 40 ± 10 ms, without a magnetic trap the SH radicals could not be
detected 5 ms after their creation, confirming the role of the trap.
2.3 Experimental
A detailed description of the design and development of the experimental apparatus used in this
chapter is given in the thesis33 of N. Warner. This chapter follows on from some of the work
presented in that thesis.
Molecular beam source
The gas mixture was supersonically expanded into vacuum by a pulsed solenoid valve (Parker,
General valve Series 9, 0.5 mm orifice, 160 µs opening driver current duration.) The supersonic
expansion was skimmed (Beam Dynamics, Model 40.5, 2 mm orifice) to form a molecular beam
with a 4 Bar backing gas pressure. The solenoid valve sat 115 mm from the magnetic trap centre
and fired at a 5 Hz repetition rate. A typical beam pulse had a 125 µs full-width half-maximum
at the intersection with the dissociation laser. The solenoid valve was mounted inside the high-
vacuum chamber. The beam could be adjusted whilst under vacuum through alteration of the
sealing spring tension in the valve, as well as, to some extent, the distance from the valve to the
experiment.
The skimmed molecular beam passed through a 3 mm hole on a cryostat before entering the
detection region of the experiment as in fig. (2.8). The 3 mm hole was present to limit background
gas inside the detection region and to have little to no impact on the molecular beam profile
itself due to simple geometry. Although the experiment does not have a velocity-map-imaging
setup, the beam speed was found by measuring the temporal profile using REMPI in the trapping
region and then using an amplified fast ionisation gauge (FIG) at a known distance after the trap.
The photostop condition from equation. (2.1.1) was met for vbeam = 575 m/s which was achieved
through an H2S to Kr mixing ratio of 3:1.
Molecular dynamics and photostop losses
The H2S molecules came from a thermal room temperature source; upon pulsed supersonic ex-
pansion in a Kr carrier gas the rotational, vibrational and translational temperatures dropped
significantly at the expense of a large laboratory frame velocity.7
The molecules in the beam were then dissociated according to
H2S + hν212.8 nm → SH 2ΠΩ (v′′ = 0) + H(2S), (2.3.1)
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Figure 2.2: Typical molecular beam pulse taken inside the trap volume using REMPI-TOF-MS of
SH with the dissociation laser firing 100 ns before the probe, solenoid valve with 4 Bar 75 % H2S,
25 % Kr backing gas composition.
inside the magnetic trap, the dissociation results in a non-statistical rotational product distribution
peaking at Jpeak = 3/2 according to Weiner et al .
38 The low mass of the H atom co-product
meant that there was only a small amount of torque applied to the rotation of SH from the release
of the bond angle of H2S. Weiner et al . also found an absence of any Λ-doubling parity preference
in the SH radical product. The equality in product-state parity suggests that the dissociation
proceeds via a non-direct method and has an excited state lifetime able to support a few molecular
vibrations and rotations thus scrambling any dissociation preference on Λ-doubling parity. It was
also observed externally that the product rotational distributions were relatively independent of
dissociation wavelength and vibrational temperature of H2S. The dissociation occurred through
predissociation in 10−12 to 10−15 seconds via the perpendicular transition from the 1A1 ground to
the 1B1 excited state, followed by predissociation through the
1A2 state leading to SH(
2ΠΩ) and
H(2S) photofragments.38
These molecular dynamics make H2S suitable for photostop. The combination of a dense beam
of H2S from the supersonic expansion at the correct velocity for photostop and a peak in rotational
distribution of SH at the lowest energy state meant that more ground-state cold and slow SH was
created.
There are still significant losses involved in photostopping a molecule. 60 % of the SH fragments
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Figure 2.3: Annotated potential energy surfaces showing the accepted dissociation route for the
H2S molecule into the SH ground state.
are produced in the trappable spin-orbit ground state (2Π3/2), almost all (>95 %) in the vibrational
ground state (v = 0) and about 8 % in the lowest J = 3/2 rotational state. Also, only the
mJ = 3/2 and 1/2 Zeeman low-field-seeking sub-states are effectively trapped by the static
magnetic trap, by equation. (1.1.4), in which the force F experienced by the trapped species, is
proportional to a combination of the Lande g-factor, the Bohr magneton, the Zeeman substate and
the magnetic field gradient. This results in further losses from radicals in the high-field-seeking
Zeeman states.
The other large loss that results from photostop is that only a fraction of the dissociated
molecules will exist on the right part of the Newton sphere to be photostopped and not photoac-
celerated or diverted. The linear polarisation of the dissociation laser was arranged perpendicular
to the molecular beam. Since this polarisation defines a direction in the laboratory frame, it can
also define a directional preference in photodissociation if the process is anisotropic. The relation-
ship between the lasers electric field vector and the dissociation products recoil velocity vector can
be described by,
dσ
dΩ
(θ) =
σ
4pi
(1 + P2β(cos(θ))), (2.3.2)
in which P2 is the second-order Legendre polynomial, θ the angle between electric field and recoil
vectors, dσdΩ the solid angle dependent photodissociation differential cross-section and σ the dissoci-
ation cross-section across the full solid angle. β is the anisotropy parameter which in this case has
a value approaching −1 that gives a torus shaped recoil velocity angular distribution that contains
the molecular beam velocity vector. The proportion of molecules that will be photostopped and
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Figure 2.4: Newton sphere of SH after dissociation by a 212.8 nm laser. When vSH = −vbeam the
SH molecules that are dissociated at the correct angle are created with near-zero velocity in the
laboratory frame inside a magnetic trap and so are cold and trapped. There is a small range of
non-zero velocities that the trap will accept up to 13 m/s indicated by a red square that is not to
scale.
retained in the trap is proportional to the squared reciprocal of the beam speed that is cancelled
and also scales with the velocity distribution of the source, a narrower distribution reduces losses.
Laser systems
Photostop of SH required two laser systems. The dissociation laser used was the 5th harmonic of the
1064 nm Nd:YAG solid-state laser (Continuum, Surelite I-10, 10 Hz repetition rate) at 212.8 nm.
The 212.8 nm light was created by doubling inside a non-centrosymmetric crystal to give 532 nm,
doubling that to give 266 nm and then using the 1st and 4th harmonics to make the 5th in another
BBO crystal by sum-frequency-mixing. The fundamental lasers beam profile was pseudo-Gaussian
and this pseudo-Gaussian profile was to some extent maintained by the three doubling crystals
although the quality of the profile decreased with each non-linear process. The 212.8 nm light was
separated from the remaining 266 nm and directed by four dichroic mirrors and a prism as shown
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Figure 2.5: Birds-eye schematic view (not to scale) of the optical setup for the SH photostop
experiment, the key is shown in figure. The Dye laser components have been simplified. The
focusing lens for the probe laser had a focal length of 500 mm.
in fig. (2.5). A 2:1 telescope (two CaF2 lenses f = 200 and 100 mm) then narrowed and collimated
the beam such that a maximum amount of photons were allowed to interact with the H2S without
damaging the CaF2 windows on the experiment that made the vacuum seal. The dissociation laser
profile inside the magnetic trap had a vertical e−2 radius of 1.2 mm and a horizontal of 1.7 mm.
The probe laser was at 255.75 nm with a 5 ns pulse width, the spectroscopic details will be
discussed later. It was created by doubling the output of a 355 nm pumped and internally amplified
dye laser (Sirah Cobra-Stretch, 0.2 g/L Coumarin-307 (503) in methanol.) The pump laser was a
frequency tripled Nd:YAG solid-state laser (Continuum, Surelite i-10, 10 Hz repetition rate) that
was wavelength separated by two dichroic mirrors. The probe laser was separated and steered by
a series of two prisms and four Pellin-Broca prisms after the doubling crystal and finally focused
into the trap volume as a high photon flux was needed for the multiphoton ionisation process, the
focal point of the laser had a diameter of approximately 0.2 mm (not measured).
The light intensities of both the dissociation and probe lasers had their power monitored on a
shot-to-shot basis by pyroelectric gauges (Sensor-und Lasertechnik, PEM 21) to be 1.5 mJ/pulse
and 1 mJ/pulse respectively after the experiment, thus the actual power in the experiment was
slightly greater than that detected due to losses in the final CaF2 windows. The power of the
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Figure 2.6: SIMION 8.0 simulation showing a cut through of the cylindrically symmetric (in the
x plane of the figure) electrodes for ion extraction from the trap. (A) Ring magnet with copper
insert, (B) opposing ring magnet, (C) extractor, (D) time-of-flight tube. Blue lines show the
electrostatic potential contours and black lines show simulated SH ion trajectories from within the
probe volume.
dissociation laser was deliberately dropped, through a non-optimal Q-switch delay. This avoided
damage to the CaF2 telescope and windows as well as preventing the saturation of the H2S disso-
ciation.
Trapping and detection scheme
The magnetic trap, as shown in fig. (2.7), was formed by two NdFeB ring magnets (OD 12 mm,
spacing 4 mm, height 7 mm, bore 4 mm) in anti-Helmholtz configuration with a residual magneti-
sation of 1.46 T, the trapping force occurred according to equation (1.1.4). The resulting trap had
a volume of 0.1 cm3 and a depth of 0.41 T. SH(2Π3/2, v = 0, J = 3/2) radicals in their mJ = +3/2
low-field-seeking Zeeman sub-state possess the largest Zeeman shift which in this trap gave a depth
of 330 mK and a capture velocity of 13 m/s. The magnets also formed part of the electrode setup
for the REMPI-TOF-MS detection scheme as detailed in fig. (2.6). When a magnetic field was not
required, the magnets were replaced with copper-metal blocks of identical shape to form the ion
optics and ensure the same experimental geometry.
Some SH radicals were first photostopped by the dissociation laser and then after a delay
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between zero and 80 ms the probe laser was used to ionise them through a resonant Rydberg state
detailed in 2.3.2. Once the ions had been created they were accelerated by the ion optics into the
micro channel plate (MCP) (Hamamatsu, F12334-11) array after a time-of-flight tube. After 3.5 µs
the SH ions were detected by the MCP which was biased between −1200 and −1600 V depending
on signal intensity. The more traditional mass spectroscopic setup shown in fig. (2.6) was used to
collect the ions and gave a probing volume of 1.5 × 10−3 cm3. This accounted for approximately
2 % of the trap volume and 9 % of the photodissociation volume.
The “hoover” mode was also tested and in some circumstances showed greater ion collection
efficiency. The hoover mode worked with just the extraction plate (C) and time-of-flight tube
(D) charged. This gave a much more gradual electric potential in the trapping region, the probe
volume was increased along the probe laser axis at the expense of good mass resolution. In the
end the lack of mass resolution proved too problematic as SH+ signal had to be distinguished from
a small but relevant amount of S+ signal and the hoover mode could not do this.
The MCP signal was digitised by an oscilloscope (Lecroy, Waverunner 650Zi) at 5 GS/s and
then transmitted by an Ethernet connection to the main computer for analysis and recording using
a custom suite of Labview programs. The MCP signal was analysed over a time interval of 500 ns
and contained the SH mass peak and 400 ns of noise for baseline subtraction. The MCP signal was
sampled every 200 ps to give good resolution of single ion events. The laser powers for each shot
were also recorded; these were detected by pyroelectric detectors and digitised by a card (National
instruments, 200 MS/s) in the main computer. As an experimental cycle could take up to 80 ms it
was run at 5 Hz so that there was always enough time for serial data transfer and processing before
the next experiment started. It was possible to run the cycle at 10 Hz but only 95 % of the data was
recorded at long delay times due to the limited data transfer speeds, thus it was decided to work at
5 Hz to avoid this problem. The experiment was temporally controlled by a single pulse-generator
(Quantum Composers, 9000 series) that was programmed through a Labview interface.
2.3.1 Pumping and beam speed stability improvements
The experimental apparatus was evacuated to ultra-high vacuum (UHV) by two turbo molecular
pumps (the small turbo has a pumping speed of 250 l/s and the large a pumping speed of 1260 l/s),
which were backed by a single rotary vane pump, and a modified two-stage cryostat (Leybold-
Heraeus, RPK1200) acting as a pump. The cryopump operated by cooling a copper cryostat
inner stage to an unmeasured but estimated 20 K and an outer radiation shield to 75 K. The
magnetic trap sat on the cryostat inner stage with laser and molecular beam access making the
magnetic trap itself a cryopump. Many surfaces of the radiation shield were coated in activated
charcoal to maximise the capacity of the outer stage thus reducing background gas in the trapping
region. There was a significant amount of background gas entering the trap from the unskimmed
molecular beam residue that was not pumped quickly enough. The background gas was pumped
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Figure 2.7: 2D cut through of the permanent magnetic trap formed by two NdFeB ring magnets in
anti-Helmholtz configuration. The cylindrical symmetry axis is the x (vertical) axis in the figure.
The field strength is indicated by the colour gradient. The direction of the B-field is given by the
black arrows. Note that both magnets are identical but the bottom magnet is cut by the figure.
The ion extraction and TOF tubes are indicated in the top of the figure.
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Figure 2.8: Schematic drawing (not to scale) of the SH photostop experimental apparatus, ion
extraction occurred out of the plane of the page.
away with a longer 1/e lifetime than the trapped molecules and so this gas had to be kept away from
the trapping region to prevent trap loss collisions. It should be noted that coating with activated
charcoal on outside surfaces of the radiation shield would result in a higher temperature as the shield
more effectively absorbs blackbody radiation thus increasing the cryopumps temperature whilst
raising its capacity. The chamber base pressure, with the cryopump at its lowest temperature,
was measured by a Bayard-Alpert gauge to be 10−9 mbar and 10−6 mbar under experimental
conditions.
The cryopump was also included in the design of this experiment to limit trap losses, the
cryopump operated as a radiation shield in an onion like experiment design. This significantly
reduced the amount of blackbody radiation that penetrated into the trapping volume including in
the microwave region which could cause problematic changes in SH rotational state. The radiation
that did get to the trapping volume was in general of lower energy and much lower intensity and
so fewer transitions of the trapped molecules to un-trapped states could be excited and thus the
trap lifetime was extended if it was not limited by background gas collisions.39
The experiment was further improved by directing the molecular beam’s unwanted gas load
away from the trap volume; this was done by the introduction of a shield partially separating the
“source chamber” from the cryostat in the detection chamber. The skimmer (Beam Dynamics,
Model 40.5, 2 mm orifice) was mounted on this shield; this reduced the intensity of the molecular
beam in the trap but had a greater effect on the background gas. The “source chamber” was also
pumped separately by one of the turbo molecular pumps. Baﬄes coated in activated charcoal were
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Figure 2.9: Absorption spectra of H2S showing the absorption cross sections leading to dissociation
at the probe and dissociation wavelengths, taken from the MPI-Mainz spectral.
also introduced on the cryo shields laser ports and any other access ports to the magnetic trap
region were sealed where possible to reduce the chance of background gas making its way to the
trap volume.
2.3.2 Alternative REMPI detection schemes
Previous work in the group33 had been carried out on the detection process for the SH radical.
Both laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) and cavity-enhanced laser-induced fluorescence (CELIF)40
proved to have insufficient limits of detection to cover the seven orders of magnitude in sensitivity
needed for this experiment and so are not discussed in this chapter.
REMPI-TOF-MS proved to have better sensitivity to the photostopped SH radicals. The main
drawback of REMPI-TOF-MS was that the probe laser for a (2+1) process must be a high energy
focused UV beam that was within the dissociation energy limit for the H2S molecule. This meant
that even without firing the dissociation laser, the probe laser could dissociate and ionise H2S
molecules on its own thus giving a one-colour signal. As can be seen from fig. (2.9), the absorption
cross section at the dissociation wavelength was 2.51× 10−18 cm2, although the cross section was
over 200 (900)41 times smaller at 78201 cm−1 (271.9 nm) the H2S was still frequently dissociated
by either probe laser wavelength.
The one-colour signal persisted into long time delays between lasers, due to background gas,
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Figure 2.10: (2+1) REMPI excitation spectrum for the [a 1∆] 3dpi 2Φ ←← X 2Π3/2 (v = 0)
transition in an SH radical. The spectrum is concurrent with the spectrum by Milan et al .42 and
has been successfully simulated using PGOPHER. Any negative signal is electronic noise. Note
that the SH radicals are not in thermal equilibrium such that the peak intensities of the simulation
do not match the experiment.
meaning that the true photostop signal was often small compared to the background. A 78201 cm−1
(2+1) REMPI scheme for the [a 1∆] 3dpi 2Φ←← X 2Π3/2 (v = 0) Rydberg transition42 is shown in
fig. (2.10), this scheme was spectroscopically understood but relatively close in energy to the most
efficient dissociation wavelength giving a significant background signal. Photostopped molecules
were detected using the most intense S1 (J = 3/2) line at 78201 cm
−1.
A second (2+1) REMPI scheme at 271.9 nm for the [a 1∆] 4ppi 2Φ ←← X 2Π3/2 (v = 0)
Rydberg transition43 is shown in fig. (2.11) and is consistent with that measured by Tutcher
et al .44
Using this longer dissociation wavelength did not reduce the one-colour background signal.
Furthermore the spectrum of this transition proved impractical to assign due to the presence of
perturbations by dissociative Π and Σ− Rydberg states.45,46 Without a confident assignment of
the peaks in the literature or through the use of the PGOPHER47 program it was not possible to
know for certain which peaks probed were of trappable molecular ground states, without lengthy
ab initio calculations. The cost and working lifetime of the laser dye needed for this wavelength
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Figure 2.11: (2+1) REMPI excitation spectrum for the [a 1∆] 4ppi 2Φ ←← X 2Π3/2 (v = 0)
transition in an SH radical. The spectrum is significantly perturbed by energetically accessible
dissociative states; assignment of the peaks was not possible in PGOPHER for this reason. The
most intense peak was used for ‘photostopped’ molecules detection however it was not known if
this state was trappable. The spectrum was concurrent with a spectrum taken by C. M. Westerns
group. A peak at 270.66 nm is attributable to S signal and was strong enough to leak into the SH
mass window.
was also not ideal. These three factors meant that this scheme was undesirable compared to the
78201 cm−1 scheme.
The 78201 cm−1 scheme was used for the detection of the SH radicals in the trap and a rigorous
shot-to-shot background subtraction was used to isolate out the small two-colour cold molecule
signal. The experiment was run at 5 Hz but the dissociation laser was only fired every other shot,
thus every other shot taken was a one-colour background experiment, by taking the background
in alternating shots, the effect of long-term laser-power or molecular-beam change was eliminated.
2.3.3 Ion counting algorithms
Events that arrive randomly but at a constant rate can be described by a Poisson distribution;
this statistical model is especially useful when the probability of measuring no events in any given
experiment is significant. In these experiments, event counting of single SH ions was used.
The simplest way to detect an event is to measure the noise height distribution and the signal
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Figure 2.12: Archetypical event-counting data illustrating the experiment specific difficulties in
event counting ion signal from the MCP in the photostop experiment.
height distribution and set a counting threshold in between the two distributions that can thus
discriminate between signal and noise. This cannot count events that arrive close together in
time and so have no distinct baseline between them to reset the counter. Fig. (2.12) shows an
archetypical problem specific to the photostop experiment and detector. In the arrival times 40-
50 are two events that arrive too close together for a simple threshold to detect. However with
the addition of a simple three-point minima-detect algorithm that only activates above the signal
threshold this can be correctly determined to be two events.
When some ions hit the MCP they created particularly large signal heights which were followed
by a short tail that sat above the normal noise baseline, this was in accordance with the MCP
array’s characteristics. This tail could sit approximately at the same voltage as a weaker ion event
and so could be confused as another event which it was likely not. To solve this problem, 1000
experiments were manually analysed and determined to contain 475 ion events that followed a
Poisson distribution. The algorithms thresholds were then adjusted and carefully checked against
the data using a Python 2.748 script until the correct count was found. The threshold was then
set and the Python script was “translated” into a Labview code and included in the experiments
data analysis so that events were correctly counted.
A simple threshold program without minima detection was found to under count by approxi-
mately 10 %. As well as this, if a simple single-threshold algorithm was used then the distribution
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of detected events per shot would not be a Poisson curve. Instead the algorithm would consistently
over-count instances of measuring one event and under-count instances of two or more; this was
clear evidence of missing events arriving close together in time causing two events to be counted
as one. It was also noted that because the detection window was only 25 ns wide, and that the
events could take 5 ns to occur on the MCP it was unrealistic to expect the detection algorithm to
reliably measure more than four events in the same experiment consistently. Therefore the Poisson
distribution,
P (C) =
RC × e−R
C!
, (2.3.3)
in which P (C) is the normalised probability of a given number of counts, C, occurring in a shot at
a constant arrival rate, R, was used to write another feature in the Labview program. This feature
would alert during an experiment if the arrival rate was high enough that some shots were likely
to contain five events and thus not be counted reliably.
2.4 Simulation
The simulation work in this thesis could not have been completed without the work of Lewis Picard,
he wrote most of the functions and programs that make up the photostop simulation program.
Indeed the best source of detail about these programs is his masters level report from 2017 or the
programs themselves. I will explain here briefly how the simulation works before showing results
later on and in other chapters.
Photostop is, in principle, amenable to a simple molecular dynamics simulation in an external
field potential. If the photodissociation proceeds through a known process as in equation (2.3.2) and
from a known molecular beam profile, an array can be made that describes the photofragments’
velocities and positions after photodissociation. This array, as long as the magnetic trapping
potential, H , and its gradient is known, can be propagated through time and space using the
velocity Verlet algorithm,
ν(t+
∆t
2
) = ν(t) +
a(t)∆t
2
(2.4.1)
x(t+ ∆t) = x(t) + ν(t+
∆t
2
)∆t (2.4.2)
a(t+ ∆t) = −δH(x)
δx
(2.4.3)
ν(t+ ∆t) = ν(t+
∆t
2
) +
a(t+ ∆t)∆t
2
. (2.4.4)
In which ν is a molecular velocity, x a molecular position and a is a molecular acceleration, all
of which are computed in three, spatial, Cartesian dimensions. ∆ is the unit-less step-size of the
algorithm, if ∆ is too great then the photofragments will not interact with significant field potential
features, if it is too small the simulation will take too long.
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A magnetic field potential, H , can almost always be described numerically by another array
and programs exist that can produce such arrays. In the case of two opposing ring magnets, the
field and field gradient can also be described analytically by equations detailed in the work of Babic
et al .49
The biggest difficulty in simulating a photostop trapping experiment is the processing time
required to propagate 107 or more particles through a field potential. A significant shortcut can be
taken that makes the program more practical. The initial array of up to 107 photofragments can
be generated in seconds. This array can then be filtered and only the particles that stand a chance
of being confined by a trapping field are propagated through time by velocity Verlet algorithm.
The particles with an initial velocity significantly above the trap capture velocity are considered
to have left the trap at a time after photodissociation easily determined by their initial velocity
and position. Often this reduces the computation time needed by several orders of magnitude. A
simulation that previously took approximately 3 weeks was completed in 15 minutes.
The simulation can show position and velocity distributions of the trapped particles by reading
out after any given velocity Verlet time step. The relative number of particles from photodissocia-
tion that remain in the trap volume or probe laser volume at a given time after photostop can also
be found and compared with experiment to reinforce experimental data with reliable simulation.
Molecular dynamics movies can be produced that show the propagation of the trapped particles
through the trap to better understand how the particles behave.
2.5 Results and discussion
2.5.1 Data analysis and error sources
The relative REMPI signal, SREMPI, was found by first maximising the signal at zero dissociation-
to-probe-laser delay, this signal was then normalised against laser powers by,
SREMPI =
SMCP
P qprobe × P rdissociation
, (2.5.1)
in which q and r are the laser power, Pprobe/dissociation, dependencies of the signal, SMCP, to each
laser. Typically r was close to 1 and q was 2.2. These could be approximately predicted by
the number of photons expected in the rate determining step of the REMPI scheme. They were
measured by keeping one laser at constant power, varying the other and adjusting for one-colour
background signal. It was shown that the REMPI signal was not saturated with respect to either
of the laser powers. The area integration error in SREMPI was determined by propagating the
standard error in SMCP.
As the delay between the probe and dissociation lasers was increased, the signal strength
dropped and was determined in the same way and assigned a value relative to the maximum signal.
As the signal range was so great, the MCP detection voltage was changed by several hundred volts
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across the experiment, the laser powers were increased and a switch was made from area integration
to event counting to measure smaller signals. Whenever any experimental detection parameters
were changed, a measurement was taken with both sets of parameters at the same laser delay
to allow calibration as the detection setup changed. In this way the low signal strength at long
laser delays could be compared to the maximum signal even if the detection parameters were very
different. As a significant one-colour background signal was present, the experiment was run with
a shot-to-shot background subtraction in which the dissociation laser was blocked. This meant
that,
SbacksubREMPI = Stotal − Sbackground, (2.5.2)
in which SbacksubREMPI was the background subtracted signal proportional to SH density, Stotal is the
one- and two-colour signal together when both lasers were fired and Sbackground is the one-colour
signal isolated by just firing the probing laser.
The error in the background subtracted REMPI signal during event counting at low signal
intensity was found by a combination of the Poisson error in the event counting signal and the
stability in the laser power by,
δSbacksubREMPI = S
backsub
REMPI
√√√√( 1√
Nsignal
)2
+
(√
Nbackground
Nsignal
)2
+ (flaser)2, (2.5.3)
in which Nsignal and Nbackground are the number of signal and background events counted at a
given laser delay, flaser is the typically negligible fractional error of the laser power and S
backsub
REMPI
is the background subtracted SH REMPI signal. The variation in the molecular beam profile was
another potential error source but was shown by measurements at the start and end of a long
day of measurement to be small in comparison to Poisson errors. Any variation in the molecular
beam was kept consistent as much as possible by maintaining the same distance to the trap from
the nozzle, the same spring tension, the same backing gas composition and pressure and the same
solenoid opening current.
The experiment was repeated for twenty days of measurement to obtain enough data for nec-
essary statistical certainty with a rest day in-between each day’s measurement, this was necessary
to unload the cryopump to keep its pumping efficiency high. Each measurement below 10−6 rel-
ative signal strength required at least 30000 laser-shots and some as many as 60000. To ensure
measurements were comparable day-to-day, the measurements were always started at maximum
signal strength and calibrated down to the lowest strength measured. This meant far more data
than was needed was recorded at short delay times; this data was thus averaged to reduce clutter
on any plot. Laser powers, MCP integral averages, event counting totals and the arrival times of
each event counted were recorded. This allowed time-of-flight distributions to be produced as in
fig. (2.14).
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Figure 2.13: Background-subtracted signal as a function of delay between dissociation and probe
lasers, error bars are one standard error. Red triangle points: with a trapping magnetic field
potential. Black line: linear regression of trapping data with a delay greater than 5 ms showing
a 1/e lifetime of 40 ± 10 ms. Blue circle points: without a trapping magnetic field potential.
Some blue error bars are without associated points, this was due to the photostopped SH signal
becoming immeasurably small compared to the background.
2.5.2 SH trapping results
SH radicals were shown to be produced by photostop and are shown in fig. (2.13) by the red data
points that have had one-colour background signal subtracted from the two-colour experiment.
The blue data points display data taken without a magnetic trap and clearly show a lack of SH
radicals 5 ms after photostop.
Fig. (2.13) shows that SH radicals were produced in a trappable state and trapped by a static
magnetic trap. The trapped radicals’ maximum temperature was 330 mK however the bandwidth
of the probe laser was too broad for the Doppler measurements needed to measure the velocities
of the trapped radicals. A radio-frequency knife-edge measurement50 could potentially be used
to give an idea of the velocity distribution of the trapped radicals. Fitting a Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution with less than 1 % molecules above 330 mK gives a SH radical temperature of 40 mK
which is a reasonable estimate. Further evidence of trapping can be seen in fig. (2.14) which shows
the difference in SH time-of-flight distributions between having a magnetic trap and not.
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Figure 2.14: Time-of-flight distributions of detected SH ions (histogram bin width 2 ns). To-
tal signal, Stotal, recorded with both dissociation and probe lasers (solid lines) and background
signal, Sbackground, recorded with probe laser only (dashed lines). The difference yields the back-
ground–subtracted SH signal, SbacksubREMPI , as plotted in fig. (2.13). Measurements with the magnetic
trap at 11 ms delay (red lines) and without a trapping field at 10 ms delay (blue lines).
This shows clearly that the presence of a magnetic trap increased the signal relative to the
background measurement. The trapping lifetime of the SH radicals was measured to be 40 ± 10 ms.
Initial simulations showed small discrepancies to the measured curve but broadly the simulations
concurred with the data and crucially the simulated data predicted almost the same number of
trapped molecules produced at zero delay time.
Fig. (2.15) shows a simulation of 2.5×108 SH radicals, along with a fitted dampened harmonic
oscillator trace and some of the experimental data from fig. (2.13). The simulation code used
was that described in the experimental section with measured experimental parameters including:
molecular beam profiles and estimated velocity distributions, laser wavelengths and polarisations,
magnetic trap characteristics and background gas concentrations. Good agreement between simu-
lation and experiment was observed in general. Additionally the simulations revealed the possibility
that the photostopped radicals exhibit a group ’breathing’ inside the trap with a lifetime shorter
than that of the trap lifetime and a period of 0.19 ms. This ’breathing’ motion of the trapped
radicals was caused by photostopped radicals reaching the edge of the trap and then turning back
to the centre periodically and had a limited lifetime due to the trap shape and dissociation volume
being non-symmetric. This ’breathing’ motion could be reasonably fitted by a dampened harmonic
oscillation and thus the whole simulation profile could be fitted by,
N(t) = N0e
−t
τd + ae−γt cos(ωt− φ), (2.5.4)
in which N and N0 are the number of radicals at time t and time t = 0, respectively, τd is the trap
decay time, ω the breathing frequency, γ the damping frequency, a the breathing amplitude and
φ the phase offset. All of the parameters were floated to fit the simulation.
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Figure 2.15: Comparison of trapped SH measured data and velocity Verlet simulation of 2.5×108
SH radicals, along with a fitted dampened harmonic oscillator trace. Although the measurement
technically agrees with the trap ’breathing’, the size of the error bars on the measurement make
confirmation of the radical oscillations in the trap impossible.
During the course of this experiment the trap breathing was not known, however even with prior
knowledge, the breathing would not have been possible to confidently detect due to its maximum
amplitude being similar to the error on the density measurements.
2.6 Conclusions
Photostop has produced neutral radicals that remain in the region in which they were trapped
in for at least 80 ms and potentially longer. An estimate of H2S number density at the moment
of photodissociation of 1014 cm−3 based on the dynamics of supersonic expansions was made.7
Given the dissociation laser peak intensity of 7.5 MW/cm2 across the molecular beam, the H2S
absorption cross section of 2.4 × 10−18 cm2 at 212.8 nm and unity dissociation yield we estimate
the total SH density to be 2 × 1012 cm−3. 5 % of the SH radicals are produced in the correct
spectroscopic state,51 making the maximum measured signal equivalent to 9 × 1010 cm−3. The
decay curve in fig. (2.13) shows that 0.63 ppm of the SH radicals were created in the correct
conditions for trapping. However as the ratio of the probe volume to the volume occupied by
the trapped molecules changes from 0.09 to 0.021 as the experiment progresses, the true ratio
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is 2.7 ppm. This ratio changes as the photostopped radicals are created in the dissociation laser
volume but expand to fill the larger magnetic trap volume, this leads to a trapping density estimate
of 2.4× 105 cm−3. This density is quoted without an error as it is an estimate based on molecular
beam dynamics, this estimation method is highly sensitive to parameters such as the Mach factor
which are not well known with a reliable confidence interval and so giving an error would be
misleading.
Although the estimated trap density achieved here is low, this does not preclude sympathetic
cooling in a vast excess of refrigerant atoms and combining photostop with a microwave trap
could result in no foreseeable additional losses. The modest molecular-beam source used could be
improved, yielding up to a factor of ten increase in the number of trapped radicals. Additionally, a
magnetic trap with a smaller volume and greater potential gradient would increase the trapped SH
density. The modest trapping lifetime could be increased by improved differential pumping and by
using a shorter and higher-density molecular beam pulse to minimise the amount of background
gas in the trap. The possibility of using photostop to load cold molecules into a dipole trap,
formed from standing waves of microwaves in a Fabry-Perot cavity52 is of particular interest and
although not investigated here could be a possible future use of the photostop technique as it can
be performed with only optical-access to the trap.
Supporting data for the work presented in this chapter are available under open access through
Durham University Collections at https://doi.org/10.15128/r2ft848q61p.
Chapter 3
SH and SD CELIF
This work was conducted with the help of Laura Blackburn during her masters year project.
3.1 SH photostop CELIF experiments
Cavity-enhanced laser-induced-fluorescence (CELIF) has previously shown competitive sensitivity
at densities as low as (1.1 ± 0.1) × 105 cm−3.40 In this experiment, it was used to attempt to
measure SH concentrations from photostop of H2S to confirm density estimates made in chapter 2
of this work as well as in Eardley et al 34 using the REMPI measurement technique.
3.1.1 Experimental
The experimental conditions were kept as close as possible to chapter 2, with the necessary excep-
tions of changing the detection system from REMPI to CELIF.
CELIF methodology
The standard CELIF methodology has been explained40 in previous work, a brief explanation will
be given here. The laser-induced-fluorescence (LIF) signal during unsaturated conditions can be
described by
SLIF = ILIFαΓg , (3.1.1)
where I LIF is the light intensity interacting with the molecule, α is the molecular absorption
coefficient which is equal to the cross-section, σ, multiplied by the density, ρ; Γ is the fluorescence
quantum yield and g is an instrument dependent detection factor. Under the condition of near
total reflectivity mirrors, the CELIF signal can then be described by
SCELIF =
SLIF
ICRD
=
2αΓg
T
, (3.1.2)
where I CRD is the time integrated cavity-ringdown (CRD) signal and T is the cavity-mirror trans-
mission. The g/T factor is instrument dependent and so must be calibrated using a known con-
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centration measurement. (Note that the relation R = 1 − T is not true, as non-trivial losses in
the mirrors and at their surfaces are not considered.) Ideally this would be done using a concen-
tration determined concordantly using cavity-ringdown spectroscopy; this was not possible under
the molecular density conditions used here or in SD measurements as the densities were below the
limit of detection of the CRD measurement. Thus by taking the ratio
SCELIFSD/SH
SCELIFN2
=
ΓSDσSD/SHρSD/SHg
ΓN2σN2ρN2g
′ , (3.1.3)
the instrument dependent factors can be taken account of with a simple Rayleigh scattering mea-
surement of pure nitrogen gas. By setting the laser polarisation angle to the magic angle and using
the same detection setup, g and g ′ equate and vanish. So, as the ΓN2 factor is 1, eqn. (3.1.3) can
be rewritten as
αSD/SH =
αN2
ΓSD/SHS
CELIF
N2
SCELIFSD/SH, (3.1.4)
thus the absorption coefficient of the SD/SH radicals can be determined with a known or calculated
bandwidth averaged cross-section, σSD/SH, and fluorescence quantum yield, ΓSD/SH, and so can
the SD or SH density, ρSD/SH. The CELIF measurements must be taken under conditions of a
linear relationship between SLIF and SCRD.
Even without a source of SH or SD, a small SCELIF will be present, this is dealt with by
background subtraction using
SCELIFSD/SH = S
CELIF
total − SCELIFbackground, (3.1.5)
where SCELIFtotal is the total CELIF signal and S
CELIF
background the background signal not attributable to
SD/SH fluorescence. This method was used to determine the absolute molecular-density of the SD
in the work of Mizouri et al .40
The more simple CRD technique was also used to measure σN2 , given a known pure N2 pressure
determined by a Peizo-electric pressure gauge. This can be determined by measuring the gradient
δ(1/τ)
δρN2
= σN2c, (3.1.6)
in which τ is the ringdown time for the cavity and c the speed of light, this will give σN2 .
Laser systems and cavity optics
The dissociation laser for this experiment was, almost, as described in chapter 2 to ensure the same
number of photodissociation events occurred. The only change that had to be made to allow for
better signal to noise ratio was to move the entrance port of the dissociation laser and put more
irises around the beam profile, this had a negligible impact on the number of photodissociation
events.
The CELIF laser was a 323.17 nm beam with a 5 ns pulse width used to detect SH on the
P1(1.5) line of the (0,0)-band of the A
2Σ+ ← X2Π3/2 transition. It was formed by doubling the
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Figure 3.1: Birds-eye schematic view of optical setup for the SH photostop experiment with CELIF,
key is shown in figure. The Dye laser components have been simplified as has the experiment
chamber and schematic is not strictly to scale.
output of a 532 nm pumped and internally amplified dye laser (Sirah Cobra-Stretch, 0.3 g/L DCM
in methanol) and typically had a pulse power of 0.1 mJ. The pump laser was a frequency-doubled
solid-state laser (Continuum, Surelite i-10, 10 Hz) that was wavelength separated by four dichroic
mirrors.
The 323.17 nm beam was passed through a 2:1 reducing telescope of CaF2 lenses (f = 200 and
100 mm) with a 75 µm pinhole at its centre. This gave a pseudo-Gaussian laser beam profile with a
e−2 radius of 0.29 mm in the vertical and 0.27 mm in the horizontal plane. A f = 350 mm lens was
used 15 mm from the first cavity mirror as a mode matching lens for the L = 1102 ± 0.8 mm cavity
made between two R = 0.9980 ± 0.0007 mirrors with a 1 m radius of curvature (Layertec 105139).
The cavity was intentionally made as a non-magic cavity to reduce mode-beating effects. The cavity
ringdown signal was optimised to reduce mode-beating according to the method established by Lee
et al .53 and by optimisation of the TEM00 mode of the cavity using the fast-Fourier-transform of
the cavity-ringdown signal.
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Vacuum system and fluorescence collection
The vacuum system and H2S source were broadly similar to that described in Chapter 2, with the
addition of an optical cavity and lens system for collection of SH fluorescence photons as shown
in fig. (3.1). N2 Rayleigh scattering measurements were also required to calibrate any SH CELIF
measurements, these were made with just the CELIF laser and a chamber full of dry N2 gas
between 1 Bar and 1 mBar.
The fluorescence-collection system was made from two lenses positioned to maximise the col-
lection solid-angle and thus fluorescence-collection yield. A variety of lenses and lens positions
were trialled to give the best signal to noise ratio. The fluorescence light at 323 nm was filtered
by a 320/40 nm BrightLine single-band bandpass filter (Semrock) to exclude as much background
light as possible. Spatial filters of various sizes were also trialled but did not show evidence of an
improved signal to noise ratio.
The principle background light source originated from the fluorescence of the MgF2 windows
after interaction with the 212.8 nm laser light. Compared to this, the fluorescence from the cavity
mirrors was negligible. The fluorescence mechanism and spectrum of these MgF2 windows under
similar light sources has previously been investigated.54 The fluorescence was found to give a short
lifetime emission at low wavelength <230 nm which could be easily filtered and a longer lived
and spectroscopically broader emission which peaked at 320 nm which was not possible to filter
chromatically or spatially. A delay between dissociation and CELIF lasers of 200 ns was used to
wait until after the majority of the MgF2 window fluorescence to make the CELIF measurement.
Photon event detection
As discussed in Chapter 2, event counting can often be achieved by simply finding a threshold
at a level in between the noise and signal height distributions. This was not a trivial task, as
can be seen in fig. (3.2), as the noise and signal distributions were not completely separated
and so regardless of where a threshold was put, signal events would be missed and electronic
noise counted. A threshold of 0.52 mV was chosen as a compromise between excluding noise and
measuring maximum signal. This threshold was set using N2 Rayleigh scattering measurements
and then used in SH experiments.
3.1.2 Results and discussion
Successful Rayleigh scattering measurements of N2 were made and a Rayleigh scattering cross-
section, σN2 , of 4 ± 1 × 10−26 cm2 at 323.17 nm, in agreement with literature,33 was measured.
As was discussed in the experimental section, the background light coming from fluorescence
of the MgF2 mirrors was a significant problem. It was not possible to reduce this background
source to a degree that allowed SH CELIF to be measured. The relatively old ringdown-mirrors
that, even when optimised, could not produce ringdown times above 2 µs, compared poorly to the
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Figure 3.2: N2 Rayleigh scattering photon event counts in bins (0.2 mV width) from 0 to 1.1 mV
(black data points) with a fit to data taking account of electronic noise height profile and Rayleigh
scattering height profile (red curve), green dashed line is the chosen threshold for event counting
based on this data. Inset is a typical N2 Rayleigh scattering trace from a CELIF experiment.
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Figure 3.3: Left: linearity of N2 Rayleigh scattering CELIF signal with N2 pressure, inset: typical
Rayleigh scattering trace. Right: linearity of N2 Rayleigh scattering against 1/CRD signal with
N2 pressure, used to give σN2 , inset: typical cavity ringdown trace with ringdown time. Both plots
feature a linear fit (red line.)
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performance obtained by N. Warner33 and contributed to the poorer sensitivity. It was possible
to reduce the background to a degree similar to that found by N. Warner by using significantly
longer delay times between lasers. This delay between dissociation and CELIF lasers gave time for
SH radicals to leave the probe volume however and likely reduced any CELIF signal attributable
to SH. This combined with the low ringdown times prevented successful detection of SH radicals
and by extension an absolute density-measurement of trapped SH radicals in chapter 2.
3.1.3 Conclusions
The purpose of this experiment was to give an absolute density calibration to a relative measure-
ment. A better signal to noise ratio is required for this experiment to produce the anticipated
data. The most promising avenues for making these improvements are as follows.
Higher reflectivity cavity mirrors which would improve CELIF sensitivity by increasing the
ringdown-time. A narrower bandwidth CELIF probe laser which would allow a greater number of
photons from the probe to be absorbed by SH radicals. A lower dark count PMT which would
have a minor role in reducing background on the fluorescence detection. Finally the removal of
line-of-sight between MgF2 mirrors and fluorescence collection optics most likely achieved through
mounting dichroic 212.8 nm mirrors in vacuum and introducing more sophisticated light baﬄes.
This would reduce the most problematic background source from the MgF2 windows.
3.2 SD Stark deceleration CELIF
Experimental work in this section was performed in Vancouver by O. Nourbakhsh and was analysed
in Durham, it is presented in this thesis as the author was heavily involved in that analysis.
Cavity-enhanced laser-induced-fluorescence (CELIF) was used to measure SD radicals at a den-
sity of (1.9 ± 0.5) × 109 cm−3 after velocity bunching by a Stark decelerator to 440 m/s.55 The
improvement of the technique’s time resolution was investigated to measure molecular densities
that change significantly on a sub-microsecond timescale. Simulations have shown its capability
to give improved spatial resolution of molecules in static trapping field potentials. These improve-
ments potentially allow CELIF to be used in measurements of absolute collision cross-sections of
decelerated molecules and to rigorously determine decelerator efficiency’s.
3.2.1 Introduction
The accurate determination of molecular densities from Stark and Zeeman decelerators is of par-
ticular interest for single quantum-state-resolved reaction-dynamics studies.56 As is a rigorous
understanding of absolute decelerator-efficiencies with regard to changes in terminal molecular-
velocities and phase angles.57
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Determinations of molecular density based on expected source and decelerator efficiencies, mea-
sured collision rates or by rigorous calibration of laser-induced-fluorescence (LIF) detection setups
are challenging and often imprecise. Kirste et al . undertook lengthy measurements58 to obtain
absolute OH radical densities as low as 200 cm−3 with a 30 % error. Stuhl et al . used measured col-
lision rates50 to infer trapped OH radical densities of 5 × 1010 cm−3 but no supporting absorption
imaging measurements were made and these measurements are inconsistent with broadly compa-
rable experiments.59 The use of the CELIF technique for this purpose is potentially insightful and
generic.
3.2.2 Experimental
The experimental setup was broadly similar to that described55 in Nourbaksh et al . and will be
described here briefly with focus on the change in the detection setup from LIF to CELIF.
The Stark decelerator was built based on the work60 of Meijer et al . and consisted of 180
alternating electrode pairs that switch a DC voltage of ±12 kV. The decelerator was loaded with
SD radicals produced by glow discharge of a supersonic molecular-beam of D2S in krypton carrier
gas. The SD radicals were bunched by the decelerator to 440 m/s and detected by CELIF on the
P1(1.5) line of the (0,0)-band of the A
2Σ+ ← X2Π3/2 transition at 323.17 nm. The probe light was
produced by frequency-doubling a Nd:YAG pumped dye laser (Radiant, NarrowScan with DCM
dye; Spectra Physics, Quanta Ray Pro-230-10, nanosecond pulsed). The probe light had an e−2
diameter of 4.2 mm and typical pulse power of 0.3 mJ.
The light was coupled into an optical cavity of length 90 cm and 0.2 mm beam waist between
two curved cavity mirrors (Layertec 105139, R > 99.8 %, radius of curvature of 100 cm) and the
light exiting the cavity was detected by a photodioide (Thorlabs PDA36A). Good coupling into the
TEM00 of the cavity was achieved using a spatial filter, coupling lens, telescope and pinhole setup
as suggested by S. Greaves. The light was linearly polarised at the magic angle, to the fluorescence
detector (Hamamatsu PMT, H11526-010NF) to eliminate fluorescence angular dependence. The
fluorescence light was imaged onto the detector by a dual-lens collection telescope without spatial
or chromatic filtering. Similarly to SH measurements discussed earlier in the chapter, nitrogen
Rayleigh scattering measurements were made to provide a density calibration, the method was
broadly the same as in the previous section.
Time dependent CELIF methodology
Previous CELIF measurements have assumed that the molecular density remained constant for
the measurement time. The CELIF measurement time is often of the order of several µs and
so situations exist that do not satisfy this assumption. This has lead CELIF to be developed to
accommodate time varying densities. Following the work61 of Nakano et al ., the I CRD is described
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as a functional of the time-dependent density by
ICRD[ρ(t)] = I0 exp
(−t
τ0
)
exp
(
−cσρ(t)
)
, (3.2.1)
where I0 is the initial CRD intensity, σ is the absorbtion cross section, c is the speed of light, τ0 is
the empty-cavity ringdown time and ρ(t) is the time-dependent molecular-density. The SLIF can
be written as
SLIF[ρ(t)] =
gΓσρ(t)
T
I0 exp
(−t
τ0
)
exp
(
−cσρ(t)
)
, (3.2.2)
in which, as is shown by eqn. (3.1.1), SLIF is dependent on the molecular density and the light
interacting with that density which, according to eqn. (3.2.1), is also dependent on the molecular
density. Eqns. (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) can then be used to give
SCELIF[ρ(t)] =
gΓσρ(t)
T
, (3.2.3)
which, according to eqn. (3.1.3), can be calibrated with a nitrogen Rayleigh scattering measurement
or a CRD measurement. In this way eqn. (3.2.3) can be calibrated by
ρ(t) =
αN2
ΓσSCELIFN2
SCELIF. (3.2.4)
Thus a time-varying density can be reproduced from a CELIF measurement. If ρ(t) is a simple
function then the density can be found analytically, providing that a good starting point for the
function can be estimated and electronic noise in the signal is not too great.
Alternatively, SCELIF can be reported multiple times throughout the measurement giving
greater time resolution in ρ without explicitly finding an analytical description. Whereas a normal
CELIF measurement will return the average density during the measurement time, if the data
is split into time segments then a changing density, ρ(t), during the measurement time can be
tracked.
3.2.3 Results and discussion
The nitrogen Rayleigh scattering measurements were made at pressures of 0.227 - 96000 Pa.
Fig. (3.4) shows a plot of SCELIFN2 against nitrogen density, the plot has an inverse gradient of
(7.0 ± 0.4) × 1013 V µs/cm3. This gradient is used in combination with eqn. (3.1.4), σSD, σN2
and ΓSD to find ρSD from S
CELIF
SD . As reported
40 in Mizouri et al . ΓSD = 0.20 ± 0.01 and
σN2(323.17 nm) = (4.1 ± 0.2) × 10−26 cm2. The bandwidth averaged cross-section, σSD, was
determined here to be (2.1 ± 0.1) × 10−16 cm2 given the laser bandwidth, ∆ν = 21 ± 2 GHz. The
probing volumes for the fluorescence and Rayleigh scattering detection setups were not identical.
This was due to the finite size of the decelerated molecular packet. The fluorescence field of view
was 2.43 ± 0.005 times smaller and so this factor was taken account of in the calibration.
The calibrated SCELIFSD measurement gave a peak SD density in the Stark decelerated packet of
(1.9 ± 0.5) × 109 cm−3. The time-of-flight profile of the packet is shown in fig. (3.5), presented with
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Figure 3.4: Calibration curve for ρN2/S
CELIF
N2
factor used to put an absolute scale onto CELIF
measurements of SD. The line is a linear χ2 fit of the data points and the error bars are one
standard Poisson error.
it is a series of single pass LIF (spLIF) measurements taken under identical SD source conditions.
A SCELIFSD data point gives the average density across the measurement time. The S
CELIF
SD profile
in fig. (3.5) is moved by a constant positive time offset to account for this.
Typical LIF and CRD profiles for Rayleigh scattering and SD fluorescence measurements are
given in fig. (3.6), they show that the SD fluorescence signal is in the event counting regime. The
errors in the density measurement in fig. (3.5) were dominated by Poisson shot noise in the LIF
signal.
Using time dependent CELIF
It was hoped that one of the time-varying CELIF methods introduced earlier would be used to
solve the problem in fig. (3.5) that the CELIF did not perfectly map the spLIF.
As the LIF profiles were in the event counting regime and the CRD profiles contained significant
electronic noise, the analytical approach to finding ρ(t) was not possible. When in the event
counting regime SLIF has a slow and inconsistent response to ρ(t) making the analytical time-
varying CELIF analysis unrealistic. The signal was in fact too weak even for reporting SCELIF
more than once for each laser shot and so time-dependent CELIF was not used for this experiment.
Additionally, in attempting to conduct this analysis, serious violations of the principle of linearity
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Figure 3.5: Shows the standard time independent CELIF analysis time-of-flight trace (red points)
against the single pass LIF trace (blue line), error bars are one standard Poisson error for the
CELIF points.
between SLIF and SCRD were found and investigated. This will be discussed later.
Flaws and inconsistencies in the Vancouver data set
This experiment was undermined by a breakdown in one of the techniques necessary linearities. A
comparison of spLIF to CELIF in fig. (3.5) shows linearity between CELIF and SD density, the
calibration curve in fig. (3.4) shows the expected linearity and although the data is not available
a linear relationship was reported to be seen between SLIF and SCRD. Observation of fig. (3.6)
undermines the linearity between SLIF and SCRD within the traces. The arrival rate of LIF events
appears independent of the corresponding CRD signal intensity.
Fig. (3.7), conclusively shows a breakdown in linearity, initially it was suspected that the laser
intensity was too high and the LIF signal became saturated quickly thus giving the sharp rise to a
maximum that persisted until the very end of the trace. Essentially most of the CRD photons were
not required as the absorption transition was saturated. Similar measurements made in Durham
for Mizouri et al .40 instead show the expected trend with LIF signal only slightly lagging behind
CRD signal due to the 190 ns fluorescence lifetime of the SD excited state.
This hypothesis was tested by performing a similar analysis on the nitrogen Rayleigh scattering
data from Vancouver. As the process of Rayleigh scattering has an immeasurably small lifetime
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Figure 3.6: Typical traces from CELIF measurement of SD, red traces are from measurements of
SD radicals and blue traces are from measurements of N2 molecules. Top traces are laser induced
fluorescence traces and bottom are cavity ringdown traces. Both LIF traces are in the event
counting regime, > | ±20 | mV peaks correspond to turning the PMT gate on and off.
and there were over 1018 nitrogen molecules present, it would seem impossible to run out of
ground state nitrogen molecules and saturate the transition. As a result of this, nitrogen Rayleigh
scattering measurements should show linearity. The nitrogen Rayleigh scattering data showed
a lack of expected linearity similar to the SD CELIF data. Thus the experiment was not fully
understood at this time and would have to be repeated before publication.
3.2.4 Conclusions
The SD CELIF measurements do appear to map reasonably onto comparable spLIF measurements
and the absolute density of the SD radicals determined does appear to agree with Stark deceleration
simulation work done in Vancouver. However without repeating the calibration and SD CELIF
measurements to fully understand the features discussed above the experiment can progress no
further.
One potential explanation could be a molecular contaminant with a long fluorescence lifetime
or a fault in the PMT’s used for fluorescence detection. Unlike the data taken in Durham, the
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Figure 3.7: Average binned LIF (blue) and CRD (red) traces from 27000 CELIF measurements
taken in Vancouver 2015, inset average of 8000 similar traces taken in Durham 2013 for Mizouri
et al .
Vancouver data set was taken with high voltage gated PMTs. It is possible that these PMTs had
a non-negligible charging time during which their amplification factor grew exponentially to its
maximum. So that when convoluted with the exponentially decreasing LIF signal a flat line signal
was measured, this would be a surprising coincidence. At the time of writing this hypothesis had
not been further investigated.
3.3 Simulations of CELIF in trapping fields
As an aside to this work, CELIF was also developed to be used to measure absolute densities inside
trapping field potentials.
A simulation has been made that adjusts molecular absorption cross-sections due to the in-
fluence of electric and magnetic trapping fields as well as laser bandwidths. Input functions are
needed to describe: trapping fields, molecular positions, probing volumes and Zeeman or Stark en-
ergy shifts. Thus the program can be adapted to a specific experimental setup. The outputs show
the molecules that have been simulated in the field that they were simulated in. The convergence
of the adjusted cross-section is also shown as a check that the program has converged.
The simulation is non-dynamic and evaluates the problem using two Monte-Carlo decision steps.
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The first step generates a sample molecular spatial distribution given an input molecular position
function and determines the probability that each molecule will interact with any photon given its
location in a CELIF probe volume. This ensures that the correct ensemble of molecules is analysed
by the second step. This step could be replaced with an array of known molecular positions inside
a probing volume.
The second Monte Carlo step then takes those molecules and computes the chance that they will
interact with a resonant photon from the probing laser. This probability considers the molecules
absorption energy at its position in the field as well as the bandwidth of the laser. This detection
probability is then used such that
σcorrected =
σ
pdetect∆ν
, (3.3.5)
where σcorrected is the bandwidth and field corrected cross-section, σ is the uncorrected form,
pdetect is the simulation determined detection probability and ∆ν is the lasers bandwidth. This
program does not require a field gradient function or molecule propagation algorithms both of
which are complicated and computationally time consuming. The program assumes that molecules
propagating through a changing laser and electric or magnetic field can be represented by a large set
of stationary molecules and that fluorescence cannot occur multiple times from the same molecule.
It will output a corrected cross-section that can be used to correct for laser-bandwidths and field
potentials in a CELIF experiment.
3.3.1 Sample simulation results
CELIF detection using a typical probe volume has been simulated for a 100 mK thermal distribu-
tion of SD radicals inside a 3 dimensional Gaussian magnetic trap 0.41 T deep in all dimensions.
The simulation showed that molecules inside the probe volume had an 81.9 ± 0.1 % chance of
detection due to their Zeeman shifts and the lasers bandwidth. This gave σcorrected = (2.3 ±
0.1) × 10−16 cm2 with a laser bandwidth, ∆ν = 21 ± 2 GHz.
Fig. (3.8) shows the distribution of SD molecules in the trap that were detected. A Zeeman and
bandwidth corrected CELIF measurement used in conjunction with a measurement or simulation
of the trapped molecules spatial distribution will give absolute peak densities of trapped molecules
if the average density of the trap is above the CELIF measurements limit-of-detection.
Supporting data for the work presented in this chapter are available under open access through
Durham University Collections at https://doi.org/10.15128/r2vm40xr576.
Supporting data for the work presented in this chapter from Vancouver are available upon
request from the author and with permission of the original supplier.
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Figure 3.8: Simulated detection positions of SD radicals, blue circles, in a 3 dimensional Gaussian
magnetic trap 0.41 T in depth. The colour bar axis shows magnetic trap depth in Tesla. Molecules
are detected more frequently in the trap centre due to a smaller Zeeman shift as well as being there
more frequently. the particles are detected along a line in the z axis as this is the probe laser axis.
Chapter 4
Atomic oxygen photostop
This work was conducted with help from Lewis Picard, Laura Blackburn and Ed Gardner during
their respective masters year projects. This chapter is split into two sections, the first concerning
imaging of photostop of atomic oxygen and the second concerning trapping in a different instru-
ment.
4.1 Introduction
In recent decades, the field of cold and ultracold molecules has seen an explosion in the use of
laser cooling of molecular species.62 Many important, chemically relevant and potentially highly
dipolar species are not easily amenable to laser cooling, or require additional preparation techniques
to bring molecules into the cooling range of lasers. Work has been done to develop methods
for producing cold and controlled sources of H, O, C and N atoms, as the building blocks for
most organic molecules.13,35,63–66 At the time of writing, O atoms were yet to be experimentally
trapped but had been produced as a cold beam from a Zeeman decelerator and from bent magnetic
guiding.64,65
Atomic oxygen has now been magnetically trapped after photostop of precursor NO2 molecules
with a trapping lifetime of 82 ± 3 ms and a maximum density of 3000 ± 900 cm−3. Although
the maximum density achieved in this experiment was disappointing, there are several promising
directions that could be taken for improvement in the future.
Photostop presents a method of producing cold trapped O atoms that can then potentially be
sympathetically cooled or laser cooled by a mode locked UV frequency comb setup with a high
repetition rate laser.63 Cold or ultracold atomic oxygen could be used for low-energy collision stud-
ies67,68 to test theory benchmarks,69 to understand important combustion chemistry reactions70
or potentially associated with Rb to produce RbO, a molecule with a high electric-dipole moment.
43
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of photostop of atomic oxygen from NO2.
4.2 Velocity map imaging of oxygen photostop
Velocity map imaging (VMI) is a ubiquitous technique for revealing, in exquisite detail, the na-
ture of gas-phase chemical and photo-chemical reactions.71 It has been described and reviewed
previously and used in highly cited publications.72,73 The technique relies on a specific electric
potential-energy landscape in the experiments ionisation region that guides ions to a detector
position that is specific to their velocity and not their position.
VMI was used here to gain insight into the state distribution and anisotropy74 of the NO2
photodissociation to produce atomic oxygen by,
NO2 + hν393nm → NO 2ΠΩ (v′′ = 0) + O(3PJ). (4.2.1)
The J state distribution of the atomic oxygen75 was largely wavelength independent and well
known and so was not measured. The distribution of the NO co-fragment rotational states was
studied as it contained information to determine the most efficient photostop conditions. The NO
rotational distribution and anisotropy from photodissociation was studied both directly, by NO
VMI, and by-proxy by VMI of the 3P2 oxygen co-fragment at a range of relevant photodissociation
wavelengths.
Molecular beam speeds ranging from 500 to 364 m/s were measured and the appropriate range
of photodissociation wavelengths to be used according to eqn. (2.1.1) were determined for the range
of molecular beam speeds.
The properties of the molecular beam of trace NO2 in xenon or argon were also studied and
a series of images showing successful photostop conditions for atomic oxygen at typical molecular
beam speeds were taken. A calibration curve relating photodissociation wavelength to the ideal
photostop molecular beam velocity was also produced.
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4.2.1 Experimental
This experiment and the experiments described in chapter 5 were performed in a VMI capable
instrument. Much of the experimental detail was unchanged between the two chapters and so will
only be described here.
Vacuum systems and molecular beam source
This experiment was performed in a high vacuum chamber originally built to study the reactive
scattering of hydrogen Rydberg atoms.76
The apparatus contained a source chamber that contained the molecular-beam source (Parker,
General valve Series 9, 200 µs opening time, 0.5 mm nozzle.) The molecular-beam gas sample was
made by mixing 10-300 mBar of NO2 with up to 4 Bar of xenon gas. This gave a backing pressure
of 3.4 Bar for the supersonic expansion. The molecular beam operated at 10 Hz in sequence with
the rest of the apparatus. The molecular beam was kept central by a series of mounting spikes.
This chamber was connected to the photostop chamber by a skimmer (1 mm, Model 1, Beam
Dynamics), that provided differential pumping and so reduced background gas in the ion-optics
stack. The photostop chamber contained the ion-optics stack used for VMI measurements and also
optical access for counter-propagating lasers through ports with built in alignment irises. The laser
axis was perpendicular to both the ion optics and molecular beam axes that were also perpendicular
to each other.
The ion-optics stack guided ions into the detection region of the chamber. This contained
the MCP stack, phosphorous screen and charge-coupled device (CCD) camera array (Photek,
VID240), that allowed position and time-sensitive charged-particle detection in combination with
their power supply units (VID BPS3 and Ion Slicer BPS5). The detector gave an output to an
oscilloscope (Lecroy, Waverunner, LT584 DSO, 1 GHz, 4 GS/s) that was used to measure ion
time-of-flights and another output to the laboratory computer which recorded position-sensitive
ion-detection for VMI in specialist Photek designed software. The chamber was evacuated by three
turbo-molecular vacuum pumps, (Pfeiffer HiPace 2300 C 1900 l/s, Leybold Trivac D40B 25 m3/h
and Leybold Turbovac 151C 145 l/s) that were in turn supported by a single side-channel backing
pump (Pfeiffer, TCP 2000). The chamber had several large O-ring seals and so had a base pressure
of approximately 3 × 10−7 mBar in the source region and 4 × 10−8 mBar in the photostop region,
both pressures were measured by Bayer-Alpert ion gauges.
Molecular dynamics and photostop losses
Photostop occurred by photodissociating NO2 molecules according to eqn. (4.2.1) such that O
3P2
atoms were created at rest by opposing the velocity of the NO2 in the molecular beam according
to eqn. (2.1.1). Unlike previous work on SH in chapter 2, the photodissociation produces approx-
imately 55 % of O atoms in the desired 3P2 state and the rest in
3P1 and
3P0 states. This leads
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to a large increase in the proportion of photostopped species from the photodissociation relative
to SH. The width of the molecular beam velocity distribution and small energy spacing between
NO co-fragment rotational energy levels allows photostop of O 3P2 from multiple co-fragment ro-
tational states. The higher magnetic moment of O 3P2 atoms allows a 0.41 T deep magnetic trap
to confine atoms moving up to 30 m/s.
Whereas SH photostop was relatively far in energy from the photodissociation threshold to
exploit favourable absorption cross-sections, O 3P2 photostop can be done close to the threshold,
this allows use of a slower moving molecular beam which also increases the number of photostopped
atoms. These differences total to an estimated 50 times increase in density of O from photostop
relative to SH if the O photostop is done with a beam of NO2 in xenon.
The NO2 photodissociation process is not simple. The most comprehensive study of the process
was completed74 by Matthews et al . (and references within) which is the best source for a more
in depth discussion of the process. Given here is a brief summary of the relevant information.
The near-threshold photodissociation of NO2 is most simply described as a process at a point
between that of a statistically unbiased dissociation and a dynamical one. The anisotropy param-
eter varies significantly across only a few wavenumbers of dissociation energy as well as between
different NO rotational states. Previous work74 has outlined the important parameters that influ-
ence the anisotropy as being: the angle between the transition-dipole-moment and the recoil-vector,
the lifetime of the dissociating state, the tipping angle caused by rotation of the fragments during
dissociation and the available rotational energy of the dissociating species. A hypothesis74 can
broadly describe the dissociation process but does not come close to predicting the large fluctua-
tions in anisotropy and rotational state distribution with small excess energy changes.
The dissociation occurs by rapid mixing to the X (2A1) state, after initial A (
2B2) state excita-
tion, in around 100 fs. The fragmentation itself then occurs on the ground state surface vibrational
continuum in a few picoseconds.
In many ways the details of the photodissociation are not important for this experiment. Simply,
one or a few wavelengths must be found that gives a relatively anisotropic dissociation and produces
O 3P2 at a velocity close to that of the molecular beam. The exact rotational distribution of NO
and anisotropy parameter of the photodissociation do not need to be known to successfully trap
atomic oxygen.
Laser systems
This experiment made use of a dissociation laser for photostop and a probe laser for resonance-
enhanced multiphoton-ionisation (REMPI) as shown in fig. (4.2).
The dissociation light was from a dye laser (Lambda-Physik FL2002, with Sirah dye cell
retrofitting, 0.1 g/l Exalite 389 and 0.1 g/l Exalite 398 in para-dioxane) pumped by the 355
nm third harmonic of a Nd:YAG solid-state laser (Continuum Powerlite, Precision II, 10 Hz) and
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Figure 4.2: Birds-eye schematic view of optical setup for the O VMI photostop experiment, key
is shown in figure. The Dye laser components have been simplified as has the experiment chamber
and schematic is not strictly to scale. (Note that although the 323 nm laser was not used for this
experiment but instead for the NO clusters work in chapter 5, it was present on the table at the
time.)
produced 5 mJ/pulse of 390-400 nm light.
The light was directed into the experiment region of the vacuum chamber by dichroic mirrors
and had its polarisation turned to be parallel to the molecular beam axis by a Fresnel-Rhomb
polariser. As the photodissociation process occurred parallel to the polarisation plane of the
dissociating light, due to typical β values of 1.5, this was necessary to counter-align the molecular
beam and recoil-fragment velocity vectors. The light was focused onto the molecular beam axis by
a f = 500 mm lens set 400 mm from the molecular beam intersection.
The probe light was from a dye laser (Sirah Cobra-stretch, Coumarin 2 (450) 0.2 g/l in
methanol) pumped by the 355 nm third harmonic of a Nd:YAG solid-state laser (Continuum
Surelite, i10, 10 Hz) that produced 3 mJ/pulse of 450 nm light. This light was passed through a
BBO crystal that doubled the wavelength to 225 nm light at 0.2 mJ/pulse. This light was sep-
arated from the fundamental by four Pellin-Broca prisms and then guided to counter-propagate
against the dissociation laser by four more prisms (UV-fused silica). The light was focused onto
the molecular beam axis by the shortest possible focal length lens (f = 300 mm) to achieve the
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Figure 4.3: Pixel to velocity calibration curve giving a gradient of 7.45 ± 0.10 m/s/pixel or
1.99 ± 0.02 J1/2/pixel if √Ekinetic is plotted instead. Radii are the centre of a Gaussian fitted
to the radius profile of reconstructed NO 2Π3/2 Ω = 1.5 images (reconstructed using image
program inverse Abel reconstruction) and velocities are found by converting from dissociation
laser wavelengths measured with a wavemeter.
necessary photon flux for (2+1) REMPI. This particular lens focal length was previously used by
other O (2+1) REMPI studies.
The lasers position in space was optimised by the irises on the vacuum chamber windows (MgF2)
and then by the (2+1) O REMPI signal. The lasers were temporally overlapped by measurement
using a fast response photo-diode detector (ET-2000, Electro-Optics Technology) and tape measure
and adjustment by a pulse generator box that sequenced the timings of the entire experiment (BNC,
575 pulse/delay generator).
4.2.2 Results and discussion
Pixel to velocity calibration
Although velocity map imaging (VMI) can be used to measure particle velocities, a particular ion
optics setup must be carefully calibrated so that the relationship between pixel position, on the
detector, and velocity is known.
By measuring the radius of photodissociation images taken at known dissociation wavelengths
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and with literature knowledge of the threshold photodissociation energy and molecular internal
energy levels, this calibration can be achieved as in fig. (4.3).
Calibration using four velocity-map-images (reconstructed using inverse Abel) of NO 2Π3/2
Ω = 1.5, where Ω is the total angular momentum quantum number, from photodissociation
of NO2 at 394.4, 392.6, 390.3 and 388.4 nm found a pixel to velocity relationship of 7.45 ± 0.1
m/s/pixel or 1.99 ± 0.02 J1/2/pixel if √Ekinetic is considered instead. The sum of dissociation
energy and NO fragment internal energy found from the calibration also agreed with literature
within error. This relationship was used in all future VMI work in this thesis.
Xenon molecular beam speed measurements
(1+1) REMPI of trace NO in a molecular beam of 6.5 % NO2 in Xenon at 3.4 Bar backing pressure
combined with VMI gave a measurement of the beams velocity profile as shown in fig. (4.4). It
was assumed that the NO in the beam moved at the same velocity as other species in the beam.
The beam was found to be travelling at 364 ± 47 m/s with a perpendicular velocity spread of
36 m/s. This was close to the expected velocity based on simple molecular beam thermodynamics
calculations with an estimated valve temperature of 305 K. This velocity increased by tens of m/s
on consecutive days of measurement as did the width of the velocity distribution. This could have
been due to a gradually decreasing backing pressure through small leaks or a photo-chemical decay
of the photosensitive NO2. This was taken into account for future trapping measurements in which
gas mixes were used for only one days measurements to avoid any potential sample decay problems.
NO2 photodissociation spectrum
With a dissociation wavelength of 393.923 nm, a spectrum of 2Π1/2 NO was taken by scanning
a second REMPI laser from 226.3 to 225 nm, as shown in fig. (4.5). The trace NO2 in xenon
molecular beam source contained a small amount of NO in the beam before photodissociation.
The measured rotational state populations are a combination of the contribution from NO in the
beam source and NO from the photodissociation of NO2. The peak positions were assigned from
literature.
The highest quantum state measured was Ω = 12.5, this state was energetically inaccessible
from dissociation of ground state NO2 but was produced from the dissociation of NO2 with a small
amount of internal energy. Because the Ω = 13.5 state did not appear it is reasonable to suggest
that the NO2 molecules have up to 69 cm
−1 of internal energy before photodissociation. Some NO2
molecules may have had internal energy above this mark but either do not dissociate to produce
NO in states above Ω = 12.5 or do not do so frequently enough to be detected.
The Ω = 7.5 and Ω = 8.5 rotational states were the most highly populated, this was consistent
with photostop measurements made later on but does not follow a normal statistical distribution.
Previous work74 by Matthews et al . (discussed earlier) showed that the photodissociation pro-
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Figure 4.4: 6.5 % NO2 in Xenon at 3.4 Bar backing pressure molecular beam VMI image with
corresponding intensity profiles. Image taken with single (1+1) REMPI laser at 226.142 nm to
probe the NO impurities in the beam (that are in thermal velocity equilibrium with NO2 but easier
to probe.) The beam is travelling at 364 m/s with a FWHM of 47 m/s in the molecular beam axis
(z) and FWHM of 36 m/s in the probe laser axis (x), this is significantly slower and narrower than
a comparable beam in argon carrier gas.
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Figure 4.5: NO 2Π1/2 photodissociation (1+1) REMPI spectrum from trace NO2 in a Xenon
molecular beam using a fixed wavelength 393.923 nm photodissociation laser and scanned REMPI
laser. Labels indicate the transition band and inter-nuclear axis projection quantum number. Peak
intensity patterns are a non-trivial convolution of the photodissociation products and nascent NO
impurities in the molecular beam.
cess produces non-statistical rotational distributions that are highly wavelength dependent. This
spectrum may be significantly different at a nearby dissociation wavelength, for example 394 nm.
3P2 oxygen photostop
The principle purpose of this experiment was to find ideal conditions for O 3P2 photostop and to
measure a sequence of velocity map images that showed the production of near stationary atoms.
A wavelength of 393.9234 nm gave a promising anisotropy parameter of β = 1.3 and a radius
profile in fig. (4.6) that peaked at 350 m/s recoil velocity. Although this was slightly lower than
the measured 364 m/s molecular beam, a slightly higher backing pressure (4 Bar) was expected to
slightly reduce the beam speed to approximately 350 m/s. This wavelength was used to demon-
strate the photostop process for O 3P2 as shown in fig. (4.7). The figure shows that as the time
between photostop and ionisation increased, the faster moving atoms left the probing volume until
only atoms moving below 30 m/s were remaining 1900 ns after photostop. This speed was mea-
sured by VMI and was also consistent with the expected remaining speeds based on the size of the
probing volume and the speeds of the atoms.
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Figure 4.6: O 3P2 photodissociation radius profile at 393.9234 nm. Blue lines represent the
potential velocity range that could be confined by the magnetic trap described in chapter 2. The
fit is made up of contributions from all energetically accessible NO photodissociation co-fragments
with widths defined by the measured molecular beam velocity spread in Fig. (4.4). Note that the
J = 12 (Ω = 12.5) NO fragment was energetically forbidden unless from a photodissociation of
an NO2 molecule with non-zero internal energy.
Fig. (4.8) shows a radius profile for another potential photostop wavelength, the distribution and
anisotropy (β = 1.3) were broadly similar to that measured at 393.92 nm but the ideal photostop
wavelength was slightly higher at 364 m/s.
Fig. (4.9) shows velocity map images (reconstructed Inverse Abel transformations) of the NO
co-fragments produced from photostop. The Ω = 8.5 and 7.5 images have the greatest anisotropy
of β = 1.3 and 1.4 respectively and are also the rotational states that will produce photostopped
O 3P2.
Photostop calibration curves
Photodissociation radius profiles were taken for seven different dissociation wavelengths. The
maximum ion signal of these profiles was found and the velocity at which this occurred was taken
to be the correct molecular beam velocity for photostop at the given wavelength. The results shown
in fig. (4.10) show an approximately linear relationship between wavelength and ideal molecular
beam velocity.
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Figure 4.8: O 3P2 photodissociation radius profile at 393.702 nm. Blue lines represent the potential
velocity range that could be confined by our magnetic trap. The fit is made up of fitted contribu-
tions from all energetically accessible NO photodissociation co-fragments with widths defined by
the measured molecular beam velocity spread in Fig. (4.4).
This curve can be used to find the ideal photostop wavelength after a molecular beam velocity
has been measured. Although a linear trend appears to be present, there is no robust physical
reason for this, the most populated rotational state of the NO co-fragment varies with wavelength
and so often the ideal wavelength is not found so trivially. A molecular beam usually has at least a
10 % FWHM velocity spread and so getting the dissociation wavelength to exactly match the beam
speed is not crucial. A far more important property of a photodissociation is the anisotropy and
so to maximise the number of photostopped atoms, a wavelength with a high anisotropy should
be chosen even at the cost of a slightly mismatched velocity. The highest anisotropy parameter
measured was β = 1.3 at a dissociation wavelength of 393.9234 nm and 393.702 nm.
4.2.3 Conclusions
By using VMI technique, photostop of NO2 was shown to produce near stationary O
3P2 atoms
in free space. The trace NO2 in xenon molecular beam speed and position distributions were
studied and will inform both simulations and trapping experiments. Photostop was performed at
a number of wavelengths relevant to the expected molecular beam velocities to produce an advisory
calibration curve.
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Figure 4.10: Calibration curve relating photodissociation wavelength of NO2 to the molecular
beam speed required for the highest yield of photo-stopped O 3P2. The red bars represent the
range of velocities that the magnetic trap will accept and are not error bars. Although a linear
trend appears to be present, there is no rigorous physical reason for this and so extrapolation
should be done cautiously.
The information learned from this experiment was used in the magnetic trapping experiment
to produce and study trapped O 3P2 atoms in a confining field.
4.3 Magnetically trapped oxygen atoms
A lot of the experimental descriptions for this section are identical to that described in the first
half of this chapter. Thus the photodissociation dynamics, photostop losses and laser alignment
procedures are only given in the early parts of chapter 4. Additionally, as this experiment was
carried out in the same chamber as the SH trapping experiments in chapter 2, the description
of the vacuum system and molecular beam source is almost identical and so will only be briefly
discussed here. The magnetic trap and ion optics are identical to those in chapter 2 and so will be
omitted from this section.
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4.3.1 Experimental
An advantage of studying atomic oxygen is that an absolute measurement of the molecular density
can be made using REMPI that was not possible with SH. Section B.1 in Appendix B contains
a derivation of the method to find absolute densities from the oxygen REMPI measurements.
The absolute atomic density of oxygen in the magnetic trap was determined using the method
described by D. J. Bamford et al .77 This was done with knowledge of the probe lasers spatial and
temporal profile, the MCP detection efficiency, the laser power and the (2+1) REMPI processes’
cross sections and excited state decay rates.
Vacuum systems and molecular beam
The vacuum pumps and their positions in this section were identical to that in chapter 2. With
the cryostat running, the chambers base pressure was 7 × 10−10 mbar (Bayard-Alpert gauge) and
10−6 mbar with the molecular beam firing at 5 Hz. The instrument contained a skimmed (2 mm,
beam dynamics) supersonic molecular beam of 6 % NO2 in 4 Bar of krypton or xenon that was
produced by a solenoid valve (Parker, General Valve, Series 9) pulsed at 5 Hz. The valve sat inside
the source arm of a single vacuum chamber. This arm was partially separated by a plate, with
the skimmer mounted to it, which guided the majority of the unskimmed beam towards pumping
surfaces, just as in chapter 2.
Laser systems
Similar to the VMI O photostop experiments detailed earlier in this chapter, two lasers were used
at approximately 225 nm and 390-400 nm for REMPI and dissociation respectively. Initially both
lasers were formed identically to in the O VMI experiment with the exception of using a Continuum
Surelite i10 pump laser and Sirah Cobra-stretch dye laser to form the 390 - 400 nm light using
the same laser dyes and pump wavelengths as before. The 225 nm laser was made in an identical
fashion to the O VMI experiments and focused in the same way.
It was found that the 390-400 nm light generated was consistently below 1 mJ/pulse which was
lower than expected, additionally the cost of the Exalite 389 and Exalite 398 dyes in dioxane was
preventative and the dyes working lifetime was only two weeks. To create greater laser power at
a lower cost and with greater stability, the 390-400 nm laser was made using a different method.
The second harmonic of a Nd:YAG solid-state laser at 532 nm (Continuum Surelite, i10) was used
to pump a dye laser (Sirah, Cobra-stretch, 0.2 g/litre DCM in ethanol) to produce 630 nm light.
This light was sum-frequency-mixed (SFM) with the residual 1064 nm light from the pump laser
fundamental in a KDP type-2 crystal. This created up to 3 mJ/pulse of 391 nm light with much
greater dye lifetimes, the optical layout is shown in fig. (4.12). The light was telescoped to give a
e−2 radius of 1 mm by 0.3 mm and had polarisation parallel to the molecular beam.
Similarly to previous photostop trapping experiments, the probe light was capable of photodis-
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Figure 4.11: Birds-eye schematic view of the first optical setup for the O photostop and trapping
experiment, key is shown in figure. The Dye laser components have been simplified as has the
experiment chamber and schematic is not strictly to scale.
sociating NO2 at 225.65 nm. This created a significant background signal whereby 4 probe laser
photons would dissociate NO2 and ionise the resulting O. This was accounted for by subtracting
data from measurements taken with the dissociation laser blocked by
Sbgsub = Stot − Sbg. (4.3.1)
Whereas in chapter 2, a shot-to-shot background subtraction was used, in this section 1000 mea-
surements with the dissociation laser on were taken followed by 1000 with the laser off. This small
change was made to allow for any potential density accumulation between multiple photostop
events to occur. The power of the probing laser was stable enough with time that this did not vary
significantly from signal to background measurements and thus did not corrupt the background
subtraction.
Redesign of the cryopump
Initial attempts to observe magnetically trapped atomic oxygen saw a gradual decrease in ion
arrival rate with time. This was measured and attributed to xenon ice forming on the cyostat
that blocked passage of either the molecular beam or ions or both. By running the experiment for
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Figure 4.12: Birds-eye schematic view of the improved optical setup for the O photostop and
trapping experiment with the SFM setup, key is shown in figure. The Dye laser components have
been simplified as has the experiment chamber and schematic is not strictly to scale.
10000 shots and recording data in 1000 shot intervals, then unloading the cryostat by warming it
and retaking data, it was clear that the xenon ice was causing the lowering of the ion arrival rate.
A new component was designed, as shown in fig. (4.13), to prevent the magnetic trap from
being cooled by the cryostat head. This worked simply by replacing the copper stem with a solid
piece of Macor ceramic glass, the piece conducted heat 400 times slower than the copper thus
preventing the trap from being cooled effectively. This raised the temperature of the magnetic
trap with the cryostat on from 30 K to 150 K.
Although the new part slowed the rate at which the ion arrival rate decreased, as seen in
fig. (4.13), it did not solve the problem. Only by using krypton as the carrier gas was the problem
reduced significantly at a cost of 65 % signal intensity from a larger newtons sphere during the
photostop process.
4.3.2 Results and discussion
In the magnetic trap, the absolute number of O atoms inside the probe volume was followed at
delay times from 12 to 79 ms after photodissociation as in fig. (4.14). The error after background
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Figure 4.13: (a) Previous and new model for the magnetic trap mount onto the cryostat. The
introduction of a non-conductive Macor stem prevents the Cryostat from effectively cooling the
magnetic trap. (b) Testing of the new part showed that although xenon icing occurred at a slower
rate the problem remained, only with a krypton beam was the problem minimised.
subtraction was found using Poisson statistics by
δSbacksubREMPI = S
backsub
REMPI
√√√√( 1√
Nsignal
)2
+
(√
Nbackground
Nsignal
)2
, (4.3.2)
in which Nsignal and Nbackground are the number of events from atomic oxygen and any other
background sources respectively.
The trapping measurements were made with a molecular beam containing krypton instead of
xenon, this resulted in a 65 % drop in photostop efficiency from the greater beam speed. Krypton
has a lower freezing point and so did not significantly freeze onto the surface of the magnetic
trap housing thus allowing the long measurements needed to confirm magnetic trapping. This
change in carrier gas from imaging to trapping experiments was accompanied with a decrease in
photodissociation wavelength to compensate for the increasing beam speed, vbeam. Unfortunately
this meant the highest β anisotropy parameters measured around 393 nm could not be used and
likely resulted in a lower trapped atomic oxygen density.
By using a beam of NO2 in krypton, trapped atomic oxygen atoms were measured to have a
trapped lifetime of 82 ± 3 ms with a maximum density in the probing volume of 3000 ± 900 cm−3.
The trap lifetime was found by putting a weighted least-squares best-fit line through the data with
its given errors and these errors were propagated to give errors in the trap lifetime and maximum
density.
Measurements were also made at zero photostop delay, with the dissociation laser arriving
1 ns before the probe laser. This was done to find the efficiency of the photostop process, what
portion of dissociated molecules create trappable atomic oxygen, it was found that at zero delay,
4.6 ± 0.1 ×106 cm−3 atoms were produced. This gives a photostop efficiency of 6.6 ×10−4 which
is 40 times higher than the efficiency predicted from the simulation used in chapter 2 with its
parameters changed to match this experiment. This surprising contradiction between simulation
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Figure 4.14: Red triangles: Background subtracted, magnetically trapped, atomic oxygen density
as a function of delay between dissociation and probe lasers, error bars are one standard error.
Black line: Weighted least-squares exponential fit with a 1/e lifetime of 82 ± 3 ms showing a
maximum trapped density of 3000 ± 900 cm−3.
and experiment could be caused by the density in the probing volume being significantly lower
than that in the trapping volume at zero delay time. It could also be caused by saturation of the
MCP detectors causing a lower reading at zero delay when the signal intensity is much higher than
during trapping measurements. This was not unlikely as O+ impacted on only a small fraction of
the detectors surface as the ion optics had a focusing effect on the ions to avoid collisions with the
metal surface of the ion optics.
4.3.3 Conclusions
The trap lifetime measured here was more than double that of previous work on photostop of
SH.34 This was expected as atomic oxygen has a higher magnetic moment to mass ratio than SH,
allowing higher velocities to be retained in a magnetic trap of the same depth. The lifetime was not
as long as was hoped and so only a negligible fraction of the trapped atoms from a given photostop
event would have survived to be present after the next event.
The density of trapped atomic oxygen measured here was lower than expected from simulation
and comparison to previous photostop experiments. There were two reasons for this. The molecular
beam had to be tuned to a lower intensity so as to reduce background one-colour signal from
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photodissociation of NO2, in the tail of the molecular beam, by the probe laser. This was done
by increasing the spring tension sealing the valve such that, upon opening, a smaller hole would
be created. Secondly to this, the NO2 in the molecular beam condensed onto the cryo-surfaces
surrounding the trap, this both decreased the concentration of NO2 in the molecular beam and also
blocked the beam from entering the trap to some extent. Although the icing was not as significant
as with a xenon beam it still reduced the NO2 available for dissociation.
The density and trap lifetime achieved here could be improved by using a sharper and more
intense molecular beam with a narrower velocity profile, for example the Nijmegen Pulsed Valve
developed by B. Yan et al .78 The use of a cryostat has distinct advantages in reducing background
gas density, in future the magnetic trap should be mounted separately to the cryostat to eliminate
the problem of condensation on the traps housing and allow the use of xenon instead of krypton
which would result in an increased trap density of 4600 ± 1300 cm−3. A fully differentially pumped
source chamber would also aid in reducing the background gas density, all these improvements
should have a significant effect on the trap density and could be pursued in future work.
Nijmegen pulsed valve
After significant work at optimisation, the General valve will give a pulse shown in fig. (2.2),
FWHM’s as low as 120 µs are possible and the peak molecular density is likely to be less than
1013 molecules / cm3. The recently designed Nijmegen pulsed valve78 (NPV) however is likely to
give 1014 molecules / cm3 at its peak with a FWHM below 50 µs, this would mark a significant
improvement for photostop. Not only would this allow more photostopped cold O or SH to be
produced but also fewer molecules should follow the photostop event which could potentially reduce
collisional trap loss. As well as this, more favourable velocity distributions in the beams peak are
predicted.
The Nijmegen valve operates using the Lorentz force on a light weight magnetic strip. When
closed, the strip has a small pin with a plug on its end that seals a conical 1 mm O-ring hole. The
strip is attached to two Aluminium electrodes and is taught between them to provide a significant
vertical force pushing the valve closed. The strip also sits close between two high field strength
rare-earth magnets. When a current of up to 1 kA is applied through electrodes attached to the
strip by a controllable TTL pulse, the strip experiences a force from the magnets that twists the
metal such that the plug leaves the hole. Once the current pulse ends the plug then is forced
by tension back into the hole thus sealing the valve. It has been reported that this valve has
worked without fail for over 108 pulses, thus showing acceptable reliability. The valve is small
and relatively simply constructed, the use of very light weight materials in the strip and cleverly
designed electronics to allow huge currents with minimal power heating are important to this valve.
The 1-2 W that passes through the strip and electrodes is relatively low thus allowing the valve
to remain cool, an important feature to retain low and consistent translational temperatures in
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the produced molecular beam. Use of this valve instead of the General valve would be the most
effective upgrade for a photostop experiment.
Supporting data for the work presented in this chapter are available under open access through
Durham University Collections at https://doi.org/10.15128/r1z029p4763.
Chapter 5
Unstable cluster detection
5.1 Introduction
As an aside to the Photostop work, this chapter will present work done on (1+1’) resonance
enhanced multiphoton ionisation (REMPI) of nitric oxide clusters with argon. This work was an
extension of work done by the author and M. Litwinowicz. This previous work was described in
great detail in a report (access can be provided by the author) by M. Litwinowicz and will only
briefly be reviewed here to give context to the new work and external literature.79
This work was completed with the intention of developing (1+1’) REMPI velocity map imaging
(VMI) as a non-destructive, spectroscopically sensitive technique for measuring weakly bound
molecular clusters. Specifically it was hoped that the technique could prevent the dissociation
of weakly bound clusters when they were excited to a resonant Rydberg state before ionisation,
with the intent of extending the technique to work on atmospherically relevant clusters scattering
experiments. Some interesting results and no clear evidence of a reduction in cluster destruction
by the use of (1+1’) REMPI-VMI instead of (1+1) REMPI-VMI were found.
5.2 Background
NOAr clusters have been studied extensively due to ease of formation, largely as benchmark tests
for electronic structure calculations involving long range dispersion forces or as archetypal van-der
Waals clusters.79 The exact energies of the NOAr cluster are to some extent disputed but are likely
to be close to the values shown in fig. (5.1), it is agreed in the literature that the addition of an
Ar atom has a stabilising effect that is most prominent in the ionic state and least in the Rydberg
state. A large amount of the work done on these clusters has been to study their dissociation
dynamics and products, this is likely at least partly due to the ease with which the clusters will
dissociate.80,81
The purpose of this (1+1’) REMPI experiment was to see if counter-intuitive pulse sequencing,
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Figure 5.1: Molecular and cluster energy level diagram showing the ground, Rydberg and ionic
states of NO and its ArNO cluster and the effect of clustering on the energies of the states,
all energies given are in wavenumbers given to the nearest 10 to reflect small inconsistencies in
literature values.79
similar to that used in Stimulated-Raman adiabatic-passage (STIRAP) experiments, could prevent
the populating of a dissociative Rydberg intermediate state and thus provide a spectroscopically-
sensitive soft ionisation method for unstable clusters that reduced cluster fragmentation. NOAr is
a good candidate for this technique as its ground state geometry is a T-shape82 but its excited state
is linear,83 this transition thus provides the necessary molecular rearrangement to cause cluster
dissociation and so a method to bypass this state could reduce dissociation in the Rydberg state.
5.3 Previous work
Work was done using a similar experimental setup with only a single laser at 225/226 nm by
the author and M. Litwinowicz. NOArn clusters with n as high as 5 were detected and spectro-
scopic structure was observed for clusters with n=1 that was similar to that found in this work.
Varying the conditions of the molecular beam source such as nozzle tension, nozzle opening time,
backing pressure and the region of the molecular beam studied were shown to have an effect on
the prevalence of cluster formation. A high backing pressure (5.5 Bar) with short opening time
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(200 µs) produced clusters most effectively in the coldest part of the molecular beam when the
nozzle tension ’sweet spot’ was found. These source conditions were used for work reported in this
chapter.
5.4 Experimental
Fig. (4.1) shows the spectroscopic setup used for this experiment. The 225/226 nm laser was made
in the same way as described in Chapter 4. The 323 nm laser was produced by doubling (KDP
crystal) the output of a 532 nm pumped PDL dye laser containing DCM dye in DMSO. A custom
delay line of appropriate length between oscillator and amplifier/pre-amplifier cells was introduced
to the laser as the original optics could not be found. The 532 nm pumping light was generated by
a Continuum Powerlite series laser and directed to the dye cells by dichroic mirrors. The 323 nm
laser counter propagated against the 225/226 nm laser through the vacuum chamber. The lasers
were overlapped temporally using a fast response photo-diode detector (ET-2000, Electro-Optics
Technology) and tape measure. They were overlapped spatially at first by using the irises mounted
beside the vacuum windows and then by maximising ion signal when the experiment was running.
The vacuum chamber was setup in the same way as described in chapter 4. The supersonic
molecular beam was made by skimming (1 mm, Beam Dynamics) the output of a general valve
with a 0.8 mm nozzle hole and a Teflon poppet. The nozzle tension, backing pressure and opening
time were optimised according to previous work by the author and M. Litwinowicz. The chamber
pressure under experimental conditions was typically 2 × 10−5 mBar and 3 × 10−7 mBar when
the experiment was not running.
Data was collected by the same suite of programs described in Chapter 4 and the same VMI
voltage conditions. The experiment was temporally sequenced in the same way as Chapter 4 with
the addition of two channels in the pulse generator to control the timing of the 323 nm laser.
5.4.1 Fitting
Fig. (5.4) is fitted with a combination of two functions. The sharp rising edge at zero time delay is
fitted to a Lorentzian function as this best represents the increase in laser power from the 225.95 nm
laser with time. The longer decay is fitted to an exponential with a lifetime of 92 ns and all the
data has had a constant (1+1) REMPI signal of 0.23 subtracted.
5.5 Results and discussion
A typical (1+1) REMPI VMI image of NOAr clusters, non-resonant NO signal and also thermal
background NO signal is shown in fig. (5.2). The velocity profiles for the clustered and unclustered
NO are comparable and show that the NOAr cluster was not fragmenting significantly during the
ionisation process through a Rydberg state. VMI images of NO·Arn with n greater than 1 (see
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Figure 5.2: Velocity map image (crushed) taken without mass filtering to see NO, NOAr and
thermal gas. Taken with a single laser wavelength at the NOAr fundamental transition (225.94 nm).
Velocities are correct for NO mass fragments. The z axis corresponds to the molecular beam
propagation direction and laser polarisation axis and the x to the laser propagation direction.
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Figure 5.3: Spectra of ArNO clusters taken with (blue) and without (red) an additional 323 nm
laser arriving 2 ns before the 226 nm laser. The fundamental transition (225.94 nm) is present in
both spectra and the blue spectra features peaks corresponding to excited stretch vibrations of the
ArNO (A) Rydberg state with rotational resolution.
M.Litwinowicz report) show significant fragmentation during ionisation which could not be reduced
by (1+1’) REMPI.
The REMPI spectrum taken in fig. (5.3) is comparable with spectra taken from literature
although displays less structure than some external sources. Previous work by M. Litwinowicz had
resolved excited stretch vibration transitions with a single laser, the lack of those transitions here
should be attributed to a lower laser power.
Fig. (5.4) presents challenging data to interpret. It is standard for STIRAP (stimulated adi-
abatic Raman passage) experiments to feature signal enhancement by so called counter-intuitive
pulse sequencing. This involves the laser pulse (P) dressing the intermediate to final state transition
arriving before the pulse (S) dressing the initial and intermediate state. It should be made clear
that this is not a STIRAP experiment but that the intention was to use counter-intuitive pulse
sequencing to minimise population build up in the potentially dissociative or radiative Rydberg
state.
It is not common for the P pulse to have a significant time gap before the S pulse arrives. In this
experiment a time gap of up to 200 ns between the pulses still resulted in a measurable increase in
NOAr+ yield relative to the (1+1) REMPI experiment. The most intuitive way to interpret this
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Figure 5.4: Time dependence of the (1+1’) REMPI signal from NOAr clusters. A negative time
delay implies the 323 nm arriving before the 225.95 nm whereas a positive delay has the 225.95 nm
laser arriving first. The data was taken by averaging the TOF ion signal on an oscilloscope and
then subtracting the constant (1+1) REMPI signal (signal of 0.23), the fit is an exponential fit
with a sharp Lorentzian near zero time delay.
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Figure 5.5: Sequence of velocity map images (reconstructed inverse Abel transformations) of non-
resonant NO ions formed from photodissociation of NO·Arn clusters. The left hand image was
formed from counter-propagating, temporally and spatially overlapped lasers at 224.9 and 323.5
nm, the middle image from 225.3 and 323.5 nm and the right hand image from only 225.3 nm.
Vz is the molecular beam and laser polarisation axis. No clear difference is observed between the
images with the exception of the change in size when increasing the 225/224 nm laser energy.
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Figure 5.6: Velocity distributions of NOAr clusters taken under different laser field conditions,
measured by (1+1’) REMPI-VMI. All experimental conditions were constant except the timing of
the lasers relative to each other.
result is that the P pulse is coupling the Rydberg and ionisation states of NOAr into a superposition
of states. This superposition of states has a coherence lifetime given from the exponential decay of
92 ns. However this is not necessarily a legitimate interpretation of the data as this superposition
would have been formed between two completely unoccupied molecular electronic states and the
author is unsure if this is physically realistic or if this lifetime is meaningful.
The velocity map images in fig. (5.5) show the dissociation of NOAr clusters when excited
to the Rydberg state with enough energy to overcome the binding energy of the cluster in that
state. From this figure and additional work it was clear that the use of the 323 nm laser at
varying time delays relative to the 225 nm laser had no qualitative influence on the appearance
of the photodissociation spheres. Thus this provided no evidence to suggest (1+1’) REMPI with
STIRAP pulse ordering could bi-pass a dissociating Rydberg state and allow the clusters to retain
their ground state bonding.
Fig. (5.6) effectively illustrates that the use of (1+1’) REMPI relative to (1+1) REMPI in-
creased NOAr+ signal but had no influence on the velocity distribution of the ions, implying that
any dissociation in the intermediate Rydberg state of NOAr was not quenched. It is possible that
the (1+1’) process could quench dissociation of larger clusters but no evidence of this was found.
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5.6 Conclusion
The proposed development of a new technique for non-destructive ionisation of atmospherically rel-
evant clusters has not been successful. Perplexing time dependent behaviour of the (1+1’) REMPI
was observed and NOAr cluster spectroscopic measurements were made that were consistent with
the literature.
Although the (1+1’) technique showed signal enhancement, it was not possible to measure
spectroscopic resonances between the ionisation continuum and Rydberg state dressed by the 323
nm laser. Additionally the second laser did not allow for spectroscopic structure of larger clusters
to be determined, this indicates but does not confirm that the technique does not reduce the
dissociation of the clusters during the ionisation process. This data neither confirms or disproves
the hypothesis that the use of (1+1’) REMPI can provide a softer, rovibrationally state specific
ionisation mechanism and reduce cluster dissociation in its intermediate Rydberg state.
Future work may be carried out on HCl(H2O)n clusters using the (1+1’) REMPI VMI detection
technique to see if the technique is more successful with atmospherically relevant species.
Supporting data for the work presented in this chapter are available under open access through
Durham University Collections at https://doi.org/10.15128/r1pg15bd90j.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and future work
These experiments demonstrate that photostop can produce trapped atomic and molecular radicals
and thus satisfy the key aim of this body of work. The SH radical number density presented in
Chapter 2 is only an estimate and still requires a successful experiment, improving on the work
in Chapter 3, to confirm this number. The O atomic number density in Chapter 4 is based on
measurement and so can be given a reliable confidence interval.
Although the trap densities achieved in this work for both SH and O are low compared with
Stark and Zeeman deceleration or laser cooling experiments, this does not necessarily preclude
sympathetic cooling in a vast excess of refrigerant atoms and combining photostop with a microwave
trap would result in no foreseeable additional losses. The modest molecular-beam source used could
be improved as discussed in Chapter 5, yielding up to a factor of ten increase in the number of
trapped radicals by using the Neijmegen Pulsed Valve.
Additionally, a magnetic trap with a smaller volume and greater potential gradient would
increase the trapped SH density. The modest trapping lifetime could be increased by improved
differential pumping and by using a shorter and higher-density molecular beam pulse to minimise
the amount of background gas in the trap. Alternatively the trapped cold species could be moved
from the trapping location to another nearby trap, out of the way of the subsequent molecular beam
pulses, this could potentially allow for build up of density from multiple photostop experiments.
Simulation work to investigate this potential solution has been started by colleagues and is on-going
but is beyond the scope of this thesis.
Photostop could be used to slow and trap other species such as SO, CN, CO, Cl, I and potentially
even larger molecules. When determining if a candidate is suitable for photostop, one must consider
several things and weigh up the probability of experimental success. The spectroscopic nature of the
precursor molecule including its absorption cross-section, dissociation probability and mechanism
and the availability of the necessary dissociation wavelength are all important. The physical
properties of the precursor are also important as the molecule must be compatible with long
term laboratory use and supersonic expansion, it must also be readily available or synthetically
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feasible. Additionally the proposed method of detection of the photostop species must be considered
alongside the likely background problems associated with detecting the cold molecules alongside
their hot precursors, this is a challenging parameter to anticipate but can be crucial to the success
of a photostop experiment. Any future photostop experiment must consider all these parameters.
Demonstrating the accumulation of a trapped photostop species is another experimental aim
for the future. As photostop does not require opening and closing of the trap, it should be possible
to accumulate molecular density from multiple molecular beam pulses. It was not possible to
measure this effect in this thesis due to low densities and high background gas concentrations
alongside relatively short trap lifetimes. To measure this in future the easiest method to employ
would be to run the photostop trapping experiment at 10 Hz repetition rate and then again at
5 Hz. The experiment run at 10 Hz should result in a steady-state with a higher trap density than
at 5 Hz as the trapped species will have less time to leave the trap between loading instances.
Assuming that background gas can be evacuated between the molecular beam shots and does not
build up as the experiment progresses.
The sympathetic cooling of triplet oxygen with ultracold Rb atoms could lead to an indirect
cooling method for creating ultracold RbO (estimated electric dipole moment of 8.5 D) by coherent
association of the ultracold atoms. This idea would involve the co-trapping of photostopped O
atoms with magneto-optically trapped Rb atoms, followed by sympathetic cooling and coherent
magneto or photoassociation. The necessary scattering theory calculations to find the location of
potential Feshbach resonances for the association as well as the molecular simulation necessary to
interrogate required sympathetic cooling lifetimes have not yet been performed. It is likely that
more than an order of magnitude increase in atomic oxygen trapping lifetime would be required
for this experiment to be successful.
Appendix A
Basic and Auxiliary Results
A.1 Basic Results
A.1.1 Molecular beam mechanical chopper arm
Generating molecular beam sources with shorter temporal spreads, more intense maxima and a nar-
rower distribution of particle velocities is useful for almost all pulsed molecular beam experiments.
This experiment is no different, as the dissociation laser fires at or just after the concentration peak
of the molecular beam, around half of the beam will fly ballistically through any cold molecules that
are created by photostop, this will knock some cold molecules out of the trap. Another problem is
that a small amount of effusive slow moving molecules from the General valve arrive at the trap
so late that they can interact with the probe laser and generate one colour signal under conditions
explained in chapters 2 and 4. To solve these problems there are two common solutions.
The choice is generally between a better quality molecular beam pulsed valve, most likely the
Nijmegen valve,78 that will shorten and sharpen the pulse or a chopper wheel that effectively chops
the beam at either side into a narrower but no sharper source.84
A third option that was investigated here and in Edinburgh by S. Greeves and his group is that
of a mechanical arm block. To make this shutter, a voice actuator coil (VAC) and arm are taken
from a hard disk drive. A driving circuit has been designed by a group in Melbourne85 that will
allow quick opening and closing of the arm by the VAC through the use of an H-Bridge circuit
and a capacitor of >200 µF in series with an 110 Ω resistor. The circuit allows for a TTL pulse to
trigger a high current pulse by discharging the capacitor through the VAC, this rapidly accelerates
the arm. Once the arm has moved from its start to its end position, the pulse of current is followed
up by a holding current controlled by a resistor in parallel with the capacitor to hold the arm
in place. These electronics allow for the arm to move as quickly as possible into the molecular
beams path and thus shorten the width of the pulse. For the purposes of this experiment it was
only necessary to trim the tail of the beam and block any slow moving molecules. The circuit was
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Figure A.1: Typical molecular beam profile from SH REMPI signal super-imposed against the
fastest closing shutter profile possible. The shutter closing profile is measured by closing across a
helium-neon laser of comparable width to the molecular beam that is detected by a nanosecond
response time photodiode. It is clear that the shutter does not close rapidly enough to affect the
main molecular beam.
therefore set to close fast and remain closed until opening again in the gap between experiments.
To achieve any meaningful change in the molecular beam profile, the shutter must close across
the 3 mm beam profile in <200 µs. This means an average speed of 15 m/s must be reached
across the beam profile. This is not an easy target and can only be achieved through the use of a
very light weight but long shutter arm.
A shutter has been constructed that moves at speeds of up to 7 m/s. The shutter appeared to
operate stably, however after an hour of constant operation at 5 Hz the arm started to break during
deceleration, subsequent testing also resulted in significant heating of the VAC and component
failure. As is clear from fig. (A.1) the current best shutter speed was not sufficient to have a
significant effect on the molecular beam profile.
Appendix B
Derivations
B.1 Explanation of oxygen REMPI absolute measurement
Here I give a brief explanation of the equations that lead to the determination of an ionisation
efficiency for atomic oxygen REMPI. This derivation is based upon the more detailed work by D.
J. Bamford et al .77 and assume a square temporal probe laser pulse.
Let us imagine the REMPI process as a four state system, state 0 is the ground state with
population n0. State 1 is the Rydberg state to which the multiphoton absorption process excites,
it has population n1. State 2 is the ionised state of the system with population n2 and state three
is a state that state 1 can decay into with a known decay rate Kf and population n3.
The population in state 0 can be described by,
dn0
dt
= −σ(2)F 2n0, (B.1.1)
in which F represents the laser fluence in photons cm−2 s−1 and σ(2) the two photon absorption
cross section in cm4 s. Also the population in state 1 is described by,
dn1
dt
= σ(2)F 2n0 − n1(σiF + Kf ), (B.1.2)
in which σi is the ionisation cross section from the Rydberg state in cm2. Finally the population
in state 2 can be described by,
dn2
dt
= n1σ
iF, (B.1.3)
for brevity, I will exclude a population description of state 3 as it is not needed in the derivation.
The important quantity here is n2, as it is dependent on n1, this must first be found. As we are
interested only in the result of the REMPI process we can write an equation in n1 after REMPI
has occurred,
n1 =
( σ(2)F 2n0
Kf + σiF − σ(2)F 2
)(
exp
(− σ(2)F 2τp)− exp((Kf + σiF )τp)), (B.1.4)
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in which τf is the width of the laser pulse in seconds. Following this, a combination of eqn. (B.1.4)
and eqn. (B.1.3) will give,
dn2
dt
=
( σiσ(2)F 3n0
Kf + σiF − σ(2)F 2
)(
exp
(− σ(2)F 2τp)− exp((Kf + σiF )τp)), (B.1.5)
this rate equation can then be used at a time after REMPI has occurred to give the ionised state
population,
n2
n0
=
( σ(2)σiF 3
Kf + σiF − σ(2)F 2
)(1− exp(− σ(2)F 2τp)
σ(2)F 2
− 1− exp
(− (Kf + σiF )τp)
Kf + σiF
)
, (B.1.6)
this equation thus gives a linear relationship between the ground state population before REMPI
and the ionised state population after REMPI. By using this equation with experimental param-
eters such as the MCP efficiency, the probing volume, the laser pulse width and the trap volume,
an absolute value in atomic oxygen density can be assigned to every event measured on the MCP
in the correct mass range.
Appendix C
Experimental proposals
C.1 Super rotor using Photostop and Stark deceleration
Photostop could be combined with a linear decelerator that has already successfully focused and
decelerated a molecule like OCS. The generation of slow molecules with high (near unity) rotational
state purity from a decelerator allows for some interesting potential experiments.55 Photostop could
be used as the final stopping event on already decelerated state pure molecules. As well as being
a stopping event, it could potentially be used to create translationally cold but rotationally hot
molecular super rotors.
A super rotor is commonly described as a group of molecules that are quasi-bound as their
rotational state is such that their rotational energy exceeds their molecular bonding strength,
the rotors should also be vibrationally quantum state pure and rotating coherently. Rotating
coherence is a specific quantum principle, a quantum system has rotational coherence if the t = 0
spatial alignment of the wavefunctions probability density that make the systems wavepacket is
reformed periodically in time at regular intervals and is subject to broadening. Thus coherence
can be observed by an oscillating increasing and decreasing signal from a rotational wavepacket as
in fig. (C.2). These coherent molecules often have lifetimes long enough for their study; however
they will eventually be thermalised by inelastic collisions and become non-coherent. The inelastic
collision rates responsible for thermalisation are approximately inversely proportional to the J
rotational quantum number of the rotor and so a higher rotational speed will allow for longer
lifetimes.
When a molecules rotational quantum number J exceeds 30 it becomes poor at thermalizing
through collisions and losing its rotational energy, as demonstrated by Khodorkovsky et al.86
As the rotational period becomes significantly less than the collision time, defined as the time
molecules spend in the intermolecular potentials, the interactions between molecules become much
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Figure C.1: Proposed scheme for creation of translationally cold CO super rotors by photostop of
a stark aligned beam of OCS. The numbers quoted are a possible spectroscopic scheme that would
photostop J = 36, 37 and 38 with a 1-2 nm bandwidth laser or just J = 37 with a narrow band
laser.
more elastic. This phenomenon preventing rotational energy thermalisation is described by,
a =
tcoll
trot
, (C.1.1)
in which a is named the adiabaticity parameter and the times, t, are the times for collision and
rotation respectively. As a increases, collisions become poorer at thermalizing a sample. Thus
the lifetime of a sample of super rotors can be improved by increasing their rotational energy and
lowering their translational energy. Although fig. (C.2) shows super rotor lifetimes of only 0.5 ns
this figure is taken at atmospheric pressure and the lifetime is limited by collisions thus the use
of a high vacuum system could significantly increase this lifetime as well as alignment to an axis
instead of just a plane.
These factors make a potential photostop-stark deceleration experiment to form CO super rotors
using an ultra-short femtosecond pulse smaller than the rotational period an interesting possibility
as shown in fig. (C.1). Previous work87 has shown that J > 30 vibrationally cold CO molecules can
be produced by photodissociation of OCS suggesting photostop could create translationally cold
super rotors. Also, because a stark decelerator can select a single rotational state and spatially
align it to an electric field, using a femtosecond laser for the photostop will allow the rotors to be
rotating in phase coherently.
Photodissociation will produce molecules in a wide range of J states, only a few J states will be
created at rest when the bandwidth of the laser pulse is taken into account. Previous experiments
have used Raman spectroscopy to measure the rotational excitation and system coherence. The
difficulty in applying this technique to cold molecules would be its poor sensitivity; a technique
such as REMPI would have a much more suitable sensitivity and could perhaps be used instead.
Experiments have been proposed and conducted88 to form long lived super rotors using optical
centrifuges89 which can potentially be combined with He buffer gas cooling to create cold super
rotors in a molecular beam.90 Briefly an optical centrifuge works by aligning a molecule to an
often infrared polarised laser radiation field. The molecule aligns to the external field based on its
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polarisability anisotropy,
U0 = −1
4
∆aE2cos2(θ), (C.1.2)
the molecule experiences a potential energy U0, dependent on the difference between the molecules
parallel and perpendicular electric field polarisability ∆a and the electric field E that will vary
with the angle, θ, between the radiation field and molecular axis. The plane of polarisation is then
rotated at an increasing speed thus spinning a molecule based on its moment of inertia much like a
normal centrifuge would. The process ends when the molecule is dissociated, leaves the radiation
field as the polarisation spin changes too quickly such that U0 cannot contain the molecule or the
laser field is stopped. If the process remains controlled and the molecules are simply released by
an end to the radiation field then they will remain spinning at the end rotational frequency of the
laser plane polarisation until they undergo collisions and exchange their rotational energy.
The proposed formation of quantum state pure super rotors poses some interesting quantum
mechanical questions. In the formation of super rotors by optical centrifuges, the molecules can
effectively rotate in a continuous range of frequencies. The coherent super rotors can be observed at
a specific group rotational frequency and are coherent to that frequency but are not quantum state
pure. Instead the wavepacket that describes the groups’ coherence is made up of the wavefunctions
of several individual rotational energy states in superposition, thus effectively any frequency can
be made within the confines of the optics. This is illustrated by
Ψ(x, t) = ψE(x)e
− iEt~ + ψE′(x)e−
iE′t
~ (C.1.3)
| Ψ(x, t) |2 =| ψE(x) |2 + | ψE′(x) |2 +2ψ(x)ψE′(x)e−
i(E′−E)t
~ = f(t) (C.1.4)
where |Ψ(x,t)| 2 is a particles normalised probability density when described by a linear combination
of two Eigenfunctions, ψE(x)e
− iEt~ , that are solutions to the time dependent Schrodinger equation.
The third term in eqn. (C.1.4) describes the superposition of the linearly combined functions
that creates a wavepacket. Crucially as the molecules rotational frequency coherence is a time
varying property, unlike the systems energy, it must be described by a wavepacket and not a
time-independent solution to the Schrodinger equation.91 If ψ(x,t) is a single Eigenfunction then
the probability density of the particle it describes is not dependent on a time coordinate and is
described by
Ψ(x, t) = ψE(x)e
− iEt~ (C.1.5)
| Ψ(x, t) |2 = (ψE(x)e− iEt~ )× (ψE(x)e− iEt~ ) = | ψE(x) |2 = f(x), (C.1.6)
in which the particles position probability is not time dependent and so cannot possess properties
such as coherence.
However if cold super rotors were made by Photostop then intuitively the expected cold quan-
tum system would contain only one rotational energy level as only one level would be at the correct
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Figure C.2: top figure shows Raman scattered light intensity of super rotor O2 during a centrifuge
spin (gradient) and oscillations of the coherent free rotational wavepacket that is left after spinning
(flat line.) Middle figure shows a Fourier transform of the oscillation of the free wavepacket showing
multiple constituent rotational frequencies for low rotational quantum number (blue) and high
(green and red.) Final figure shows collisional lifetimes of super rotor molecules demonstrating
the result of eqn. (C.1.1) giving longer lifetimes for higher rotational states, figure is taken from
Korobenko et al .
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photostop conditions. However the uncertainty principle forces a femtosecond laser to have a sig-
nificantly larger bandwidth than a nanosecond laser, thus the bandwidth of the laser can span
several rotational states and thus provide the correct photostop energy for multiple rotational
states. Because of this the product ensemble can contain multiple wavefunctions and thus can
display fractional revival of rotational coherence.
The experiment could be unsuccessful due to too long dissociation lifetimes relative to rotational
periods which could completely blur any significant rotational coherence of the molecules. During
dissociation, the ensembles wavepacket is projected onto the transition states potential energy
surface and then back down to the product. This process is likely to take >100 fs and could cause
complete loss of coherence.
C.1.1 Photostop for creation of quantum state pure high rotational
states
In a very similar but crucially different vein to the possible super rotors experiment, a stark
decelerated beam of OCS could be dissociated by an energetically narrow ns laser pulse to yield
a rotationally excited state pure sample of cold and trappable CO. A significant advantage to
photostopping and trapping high rotational states using a beam with a narrow velocity distribution
and a low bandwidth laser is that nearby rotational states to the photostopped state will at their
slowest be moving at over 50 m/s. This is in contrast to the SH trapping experiment in which
high rotational states can be created with near zero laboratory frame velocity which is problematic
for isolating the trappable species. This is due to the much larger energy gaps between rotational
states at high J values.
This experiment could allow the study of quantum state pure translationally cold but rotation-
ally hot molecules that could potentially be collided with other molecular beams to study high
rotationally excited species scattering events.
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